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A - RULES
I - FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
1 The aims of the Olympic Movement are to promote the development
of those fine physical and moral qualities which are the basis of amateur
sport and to bring together the athletes of the world in a great quadrennial festival of sports thereby creating international respect and goodwill
and thus helping to construct a better and more peaceful world.
Z The Olympic Games celebrate an Olympiad or period of four successive years. The first Olympiad of modern times was celebrated in
Athens in 18%, and subsequent Olympiads and Games are numbered
consecutively from that year, even though it has been impossible to
hold the Games in any Olympiad.
3 The Olympic Games take place every four years. Tliey unite
Olympic competitors of all nations in fair and equal competition.
The International Olympic Committee (IOC.) .shall secure the
widest possible audience for these Games.
No discrimination in them is allowed against any country or person
on grounds of race, religion or politics.
4 The International Olympic Committee directs the Olympic Movement
and retains all rights to the Olympic (James and to the Olympic Winter
Games. Its constitution and powers are stated in the present Rules and
Regulations.
The honour of holding the Olympic Games is entrusted to a city and
not to a country or area. The choice of a city for the celebration of an
Olympiad lies solely with the International Olympic Committee.
Application to hold the Games is made by the official authority of
the city concerned with the approval of the National Olympic Committee
(N-O.C.) which must guarantee Uial the (James will be organized to the
satisfaction of and in accordance with the requirements of the International Olympic Committee and which must be responsible for all commitments undertaken by the elected city.
5 A separate cycle of Olympic Winter Games is held, comprising
competitions in winter sports. The Olympic Winter Games are held
in the same calendar year as the Olympic Games.
The first Olympic Winter Games were held in 1924 during the
Vlllth Olympiad. They are numbered in rotation as they are held.

Tlie term Olympiad is not used in connection with tiie Winter
Games.
6

Olympic flag and cymbol

Ihc Olympic flag has a white background with no border; in the centre it
has five interlaced rings (blue, yellow, black, green, red). The blue ring is
high on the left nearest the flagpole. The flag presented by Paron de Conbertin at the Olympic Congress in Paris in 1914 is the regulation model.
These rings are the Olympic symbol, the exclusive property of the International Olympic Committee. The use of the Olympic flag and symbol for
commercial purposes of any kind is strictly forbidden.
NOCs' emblems
The NOCs may use the Olympic symbol to create their Olympic emblems
formed by the combination of the said symbol and a distinctive sign. They
may use their Olympic emblems within the framework of their respective
activity. They may grant this right to third parties for a fixed tisc under their
control.
This use, including that of Olympic terms, is to contribute to the development
of the Olympic movement without reflecting on its digni^ and is subject to a
bye-law.
The emblems of one NOC may not be used on the territory of another NOC
without the letter's approval.
Other Olympic emblems
The IOC as well as the Organising Committees of the Olympic Games and
events patronised by the IOC, may create their own Olympic emblems. The
use of such emblems is subject to the rules relating to NOC emblems.
Legal protection
The IOC takes the proper steps to ensure the protection of the Olympic
symbol and emblems. It supports in particular the efforts undertaken by the
NOCs to this end within the framework of their national jurisdiction, and
endeavours to obtain international protection of the Olympic xymbol.

'' Sec bye-laws pajyc 41.

Olympic flame
The Olympic flame is formally lit in Olympia, The notion of the Olympic
flame and of the Olympic torch and the entire Olympic ceremonial belongs
to the IOC and any use or imitation thereof by "third parties is strictly
forbidden.
7 Only persons who arc eligible within the definition laid down in
these rules and by-laws may take pari in the Olympic Games.

8
Only nationals of a country shall be qualified to compete in the Olympic
Games under the colours of that country. The expression 'Country" wherever
used in these rules shall mean any coimtry, state or territory which is accepted
by the IOC as constituting the area of jurisdiction of a recognised NOC (see
rule 24).

9 The Games arc contests between individuals and not between countries or areas.
1 0 The Olympic Games and the Winter Games are the exclusive piopcrty of the International Olympic Committee, which owns all rights
over their organization and exploitation and over their reproduction by
any means whatsoever. Tbc I.O.C. may grant concessions or licences in
respect of these rights.
Any surplus derived from the holding of the Olympic Games must
be applied to the promotion of the Olympic Movement or to the development of amateur sport.

11 - THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE
Juridical status, objects and powers
1 1 The InternatJonal Olympic Committee was created by the Congress
uf Paris of June 23rd 1894 ; it was entrusted with the control and development of the modern Olympic Games.
Tt is a body corporate by international law having juridical status
and perpetual succession. Its headquarters arc in Switzerland, it is
not formed for profit and has as its aims:
A - the regular celebration of the Games ;
B - making the Games ever more worthy of their glorious histmy and
of the high ideals which inspired tlieir revival by Baron Pierre dc
Coubertin and his associates ;
C - encouraging the organization and development of amateur sport and
sport competitions ;
D - inspiring, and leading sport within the Olympic ideal, thereby promoting and strengthening friendship between the sportsmen of all
countries.
Membership
1 2 The International Olympic Committee is a permanent organisation,
It selects such persons as it considers qualified to be members, provided
that they speak French or English and are citizens of and reside in a
country which possesses a National Olympic Committee recognized
by the International Olympic Committee, and welcomes them into
membership with a brief ceremony during which they accept the required
obligations and responsibilities '•'. There shall be only one member in
any country except in the largest and most active in the Olympic Movement, and in those countries where the Olympic Games have been held,
where there may be a maximum of two.
Members of the International Olympic Committee are representatives
of the l.O.C. in their countries and not their delegates to the I.O.C.
They may not accept from Governments or from any <>rganization or
individual, instructions which will in any way bind them or interfere
with the independence of their vote.
Members who resign after long and active service in the l.O.C. may
be considered for election as honorary members. S»>ch honorar>* members
* See page 47.

may attend the Olympic Games under the same conditions as the I.O.C.
members.
13

A member :

A - may resign at any time ;
B - if elected after 196.5, must retire upon reaching; the age of 72 ;
C - shall cease to be a member if he changes his nationality or no longer
live.s in his country ; fails to attend meetings, or to take any active
part in I.O.C. affairs for two years, or if his subscription is more
than one year in arrear ; or by reason of circumstances that may,
arise, is not in a positiim properly to carry out his duties as a member;
D - shall not be personally liable for the debts and pbligations of the
I.O.C. ;
E - may be expelled by resolution of the I.O.C. if in the I.O.C's opinioii
he has betrayed or neglected its interests or has been guilty of
unworthy conduct.
14

Organization
A - Elections

When an election is to be held, nominations in writing signed by at
least three members shall be made and announced the day before. This
refers also to the Executive Board elections.
B - Tlie President
The International Olympic Committee elects a President for eight
years from among its members by secret ballot and by an absolute majority of those present. He is eligible for re-election for successive terms
of four years.
The newly elected President shall assume office at the end of the
Session, or in the case of a Session held during the Olympic Games, after
the dosing of the Games. However the newly elected President attends
meetings of the Executive Board immediately after his election.
If the President is unable to fulfil the duties of his office, the senior
Vice-President in this capacity acts until a new President is elected at
the next I.O.C. Session. This new President thus nominated holds pffice
only for the remainder of the term of the person whose place he takes
until the I.O.C. Session at the next Olympic Games. He is eligible for
re-election as under para 1 of this rule,
9

C - The Vice-Presidents
The International Olympic Committee also elects three Vice-Presidents (one at least from Europe) to hold office for one period of four
years. They may be re-elected to this post after a minimum interval of
four years.
If a Vice-President is unable to fulfil tlic duties of his office, the
I.O.C. elects a new Vice-President at the next I.O.C. Session. This
new Vice-President holds office only for the remainder of the term of
the person whose place he takes. He is eligible for immediate re-election at the end of his term of office.
Vice-Presidents and members of the Executive Board shall assume
office immediately after the end of the Session.
The President and the Vice-Presidents arc de jure members of all
commissions and sub-committees.
D - The Executive Board
The Executive Board is composed of the President, three Vice-Presidents, and five additional members.
The five additional members arc elected to hold office until the main
I.O.C. Session which will be held in the fourth year after tlicir election.
They retire in rotation.
A retiring member from the Executive Board is not eligible for
re-election in the year of his retirement.
This does not apply to promotion to Vicc-Pre.sidenl or President.
If a member dies, resigns, is unable to fulfil the duties of his office,
or if a vacancy occurs, a new member is elected by t]ie I.O.C. at its next
meeting to take his place, but the new member holds office only for the
remainder of the term of the person whose place he takes. A member so
elected is, however, eligible for immediate re-election upon retirement.
1 5 For the management of the International Olympic Committee's
current affairs, the Executive Board performs those duties that are
assigned to it by the I.O.C, in particular :
— It must ensure that the Rules and Regulations are observed ;
— It prepares the agenda for the meetings of the International Olympic
Committee ;
— It submits to the I.O.C. the names of the persons whom it recommends for election;
— It is responsible for the management of the I.O.C's finances and
makes an annual report;
10

— It appoints the Directors ;
— It accepts the ultimate responsibility for the administration ;
— It keeps the I.O.C's records.
Secretaries, interpreters and other employees will be engaged
according to the approved establishment and on such terms as the Executive Board decides.
1 6 The President may take action or make a decision where circumstances do not permit it to be taken by the International Olympic
Committee or its Executive Board. Such action or decision is subject
to ratification by the I.O.C. at its next meeting.

IT

Meefingi

A - The Executive Board will hold conferences with all International
Federations whose sports are included in the Olympic Games. Each
International Federation is entitled to be represented at such conferences by two delegates.
I'hc Executive Board may also invite other International Federations
whose rules are accepted as conforming to those of the I.O.C. for the
purpose of considering general questions affecting these sports in
relation to the Olympic Games. Each International Federation thus
invited to attend such a conference is entitled to be represented by
two delegates.
B - The Executive Board will also hold conferences at least every two
years with all National Olympic Committees to hear reports on progress of the Olympic Movement in their countries and areas, to discuss
their problems with them, and hear suggestions for strengthening the
Olympic Movement and the Games. Each National Olympic Committee is entitled to be represented by two delegates.
C - In botJj cases A) and B), the conferences are convened by the President of the International Olympic Committee, who names the date
and place of the meetings, takes the chair, and settles all matters of
procedure at the meetings. Agendas for these conferences will be
prepared by the Executive Board after consultatitm with those concerned, and sent out one month before the date fixed.
11

Seuioni
1 8 The International Olympic ComTnittee meets when summoned by
the President. He must convoke a meeting called Session at any time
upon the written request of not less than one third of the members.
The place of the Session is decided by the I.O.C.
Notice of a Session must be accompanied by the agenda which
should reach the members at least one month before the meeting. An
item not on the agenda may be disaissed with the Chairman's permission.
1 9 At a Session of the I.O.C., the President or in his absence one of
the Vice-Presidents, takes the chair. In the absence of the President and
Vice-Presidents the meeting selects one of its members to be Chairinan.
The quorum at a Session of the International Olympic Committee is
thirty-five.
Resolutions (except a resolution under Rule 22) are passed if a
majority of votes cast are in favour. Every member who is present
at a meeting has one vote. Proxies are not allowed. A secret ballot
is taken, if the Chairman so decides or if one member demands it. If the
voting is tied the Chairman must cast the deciding vote.
All matters of procedure at Sessions of the International Olympic
Committee not prescribed by these Rules are decided by the Chairman
of the meeting.
Although French and English are the official languages of the International Olympic Committee, simultaneous translation shall also be provided for Spanish, Russian and German in all I.O.C. Sessions.
In case of discrepancy between the French and English texts of these
Rules and Regulations, the French text will prevail.
Postal Vote
2 0 The President may submit a resolution to the members by post in
ease of urgency, and if a majority of those who reply vote in favour
of the resolution (other than a change of rules when rule 22 applies),
and not less than thirty-five members in all vote, the resolution is
carried. The result shall be reported to the I.O.C. at its next session.
Resonrces
2 1 The International Olympic Committee fixes the amount of the
annual subscription payable by members of the I.O.C. on the recommendation of its Executive Board. Subscriptions fall due on the
1st January each year payable in advance.
12

The International Olympic Committee may accept gifts and may
seek to obtain funds from any other source which will enable it to fulfil
the task it has taken upon itself.
Cities entrusted with the organization of the Olympic Games or the
Winter Games shall be liable to pay to the I.O.C. whatever sum the
l.O.C. shall have fixed.
All simis arising out of the celebration of the Olympic (}amcs or the
Olympic Winter Games belong to the International Olympic Committee.
It reserves the right to grant a portiim to the Organizing Committee and
to allocate a portion to the International Federations and the National
Olympic Committees.
Alterations of Rules and OfHcial Text
2 2 These Rules may be altered only if two-thirds, and not less than
twenty-five of the members present at a session vole in favour of the
alteration. Bye-laws may be altered by simple majority.
Supreme Authority
2 8 The International Olympic Committee is the final authority on
all questions concerning the Olympic Games and the Olympic Movement. It delegates, however, to the International Federations the
technical control of the sports which they govern. In all other respects
the powers of the International Olympic Committee are paraipount.

13

Ill - THE NATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEES
2 4 A - Only National Qlyinpir (]i)inniitlees recognized and approved
by the Tnternational Olympic Committee can enter competitors in the
Olympic Games and the qualifying rounds. Therefore, in order that
contestants from a country cnn participate in fhc Olympic (iamcs, there
must be a National Olympic C-omniittce in that country which muxt be
composed of at least five national federations. These federations in turn
must be affiliated to the Tnlemational Federations govcrninjj their ."ipoTl
on the Olympic programme. The National Olympic CoTnmiltees must also
conduct, their activities in accordance with the Olympic Rules iind
Rejfulations and the high ideals of the Olympic Movement in order to be
recognised by the Tntematiimal Olympic Committee.
B - National Olympic Committees have a.s their purpose the development and protection of the Olympic Movement and of amateiir sport.
They shall co-operate with the national amateur sport governing bodies
(National Federations), affiliated to the International Federations
recognized by the International Olympic Committee, in gxiarding and
enforcing the eligibility rules. It is their duty, in co-operation with (he
Naliimal Federations, to organi^ic and control the representatives of their
country at the Olympic Games. They arrange to equip, transport and
house these representatives.
They are organizations formed not for pecuniary profit, but devoted
to the promotion and encouragement of the physical, moral and cultural
education of the youth of the nation, for the development of character,
good health and good citizcn.ship.
G - National Olympic Committees must not as.sociatc themselves
with affairs of a political or commercial nature.
D - The Rules and Regulations of the International Olympic (ilommittce shall be incorporated in (he Rules and Regulations of National
Olympic Commillees and shall be enforced by them in their respective
countries or areas.
E - The I.O.C. will consult the National Olympic Committees on the
basic problems concerning the Olympic Movement in general and the
activities of the N.O.C.s in particular. The latter can make proposals to
the I.O.C. concerning the progress of the Olympic Movement and the
sound organization and operation of the Olympic Games. All important
problems connected with the N.O.C.s will first be discussed with them
and then submitted to the Sessions of the I.O.C.
14

F - A National Olympic Cominittcc n usi not recognize more than
one National Federation in each Olympic sport and that Federation
must be affiliated to the International Federation recognized by the
International Olympic Committee.
G - Because of the importance of National Olympic (Committees
which are in complete charge of the Olympic Movement in their countries, great care must be exercised in choosing members, who should he
citizens of the country and men of good standing, of upright character,
sound judgement and independent mind, with a knowledge of and a
belief in Olympic principles.
They must include in their membership :
I.

the members of the International Olympic Committee for that coimtry. if any, who shall be voting members of the Executive Board (or
its equivalent) ;

II. representatives of the National F'cderations, which are members of
International Federations whose .sport is included in the Olympic programme. Tliese Federation representatives shall be of their own
choice and must constitute a voting majority of the National
Olympic Committee.
The following are not eligible to serve on a National Olympic
Committee :
1. a person who has ever competed as a professional ;
2.

a person engaged in or connected with sport for pcr.Mmal profit (it is
not intended to exclude individuals occupying purely administrative
positions in connection with amateur .sport) ;

$.

a person who has ever coached .sports competitors for payment.

Exceptions may be made in the above categories by the Executive
Board of the International Olympic Committee in special circumstances
on the recommendation of the National Olympic.Committee concerned.
H - Officers or members of a National Olympic Committee or the
members of its Executive Board (or its equivalent) shall be elected
at least every four years, at a National Olympic Committee meeting held
expressly for that purpose. Governments cannot designate members
of National Olympic Committees.
15

National Olympic Committees may co-opt to the Committee delegates of other amateur sport organizations or persons who have rendereil
or can render exceptional Kcrvice to the Olympic Movement, subject to
the restriction in clause II (above).
I - Members of National Olympic Commillee shall accept no salary
or fee of any kind in respect of their position. 'ITiey may, however, accept
reimbursement for transportation, lodging and other proper expenses
incurred by them in connection with their duties.
J - National Olympic Commiltees are responsible for the behaviour
of all members of their delegations.
They make all arrangements for taking part in the Olympic Games.
All communications on such matters shall be addressed to them.
K - In order to obtain recognition, a certified copy of the Rules and
Regulations of a National Olympic Committee with, if necessary, a
translation in French or English, certified correct, must be approved by
the International Olympic Committee, Subsequent changes of these Rules
must be reported to and approved by the International Olympic Committee. Certified copies of the minutes of National Olympic Committee
meetings at which the members and officers are elected or changed must
be submitted to the International Olympic Committee on request.
L - In the event of any regulations or actions of the National Olympic
Committee conflicting with International Olympic Committee Rules,
or of any political interference in its operations, the International Olympic Committee member in that country must report on the situation to
his President for appropriate action. If there is no International Olympic Committee member in the country, it is the duty of the members of
the National Olympic Committee to report to the International Olympic
Committee, whose President has the power to appoint a member in
another country to investigate and report.
25
Recognition of an NOC in a country does not imply political recognition of
that country. Recognition of an NOC is dependent on that country having
enjoyed a stable government for a reasonable period of time.
National Olympic Committees must be completely independent
and autonomous and must resist all political, religious or commercial
pressure.
National Olympic Committees that do not conform to the Rules and
Regulations of the International Olympic Committee may, according to
the nature and gravity of the infringement committed, citlicr be suspended or Jiavc their recognition withdrawn. In cither case, they forfeit
their right to enter participants in the Olympic Games and attend meetings or congresses un(il .such time as the suspension is withdrawn or a
rcappHcation has been accepted for their re-recognition, according to the
nilcs of the l.O.C.
16

IV . THE OLYMPIC GAMES

Eligibility Code
2 6 To be eligible for participation in the Olympic Games, a competitor must:
A - Observe and abide by the Rules and Regulations of the T.O.C.
and in addition the Rules and Regulations of his or her International
Federation, as approved by the I.O.C, even if the federation rules are
more strict than those of the I.OC.
B - Not have received any financial rewards or material benefit in
connection with his or her sports participation, except as permitted in
the bye-laws to this rule (see page 41).
27

Medical code "

A - Doping is forbidden. The I.O.C. will prepare a list of prohibited
drugs.
B - All Olympic competitors are liable to medical control and examination, in conformity with the rules of the Medical Commi.ssion.
C - Any Olympic cr)mpetitor refusing to take a doping test or who
is found guilty of doping shall be eliminated.
If the Olympic competitor belongs to a team, the match or competition in question shall be forfeited by that team.
After the explanations of the team have been considered and the
case discussed with the International Federation concerned, a team in
which one or more members have been found guilty of doping may be
disqualified from the Olympic Games.
In sports in which a team may no longer compete after a member has
been disqualified, the remaining members may compete on an individual basis.
D - Competitors in sports restricted to women must comply with the
prescribed tests for femininity.
E - A medal may be withdrawn by order of the Executive Board on
a proposal of the Medical Commission.
•* The "I.OC. Medical Controls" brochure shall be deemed to be a
bye-law to rule 27.

F - A Medical Commission may be set up lo implement these rules.
Members of this commission may not act as Team Doctors.
(j - The above regulations shall in no way affect furtlicr sanctions
by the International Federations.

28

Necessary conditions for wearing the colours of a country

A - On/^ nationaJs o/ a country can Tvpre^imt. that country in tho: Olympic
Games (subject to the exceptions below).
n - If a compelilor has represented a country in
the Olympic Games
or Regional Garnes
or World or Area Championships
he may not represent another country in the Olympic Games.

Except:
1. where his former country has been incorporated in another state ;
2. M'hcn he represented the former country, he did so because his native
land at that time had no N.O.C, ;
3. where he has become a naturalised citizen of another country and at
least three years have elapsed from the date of his application for
such naturalisation ;
4. after one year from the date on which he last represented his former
r3untry, but in this case only with the agreement of the two National
Sports Federations and the approval of the relevant International
Federation and the permission of the International Olympic Committee ;
5. in the case of a woman, if she changes her nationality by marriage,
she may represent her husband's coimtry.
C - Citizens of colonies or dominions ivishing to represent the mother
country.
Citizens born in a dominion or colony can represent the mother
country if the dominion or colony has no N.O.C.
D - Citizens of dominions, colonies and mother country may interchange.
18

Provide that :
1. they lavc lived at least three yea 5 from the date in which they Jast
rcprt lented their former country i i the dominion, colony or mother
count y which they wish to represent ;
2. they 1 avc lived at least one year from the date on which they last
represented their former country in the dominion, colony or mother
country which they wish to represent provided that in this ease :
a) it is legally impossible to become a naturalised citizen of the
country which they wish to represent;
b) the agreement of two National Sports Federations and the approval of the International Federation concerned and the permission of the International Olympic Committee have all first
been obtained.
E - /I person horn abroad in a different counlry to the country of which
his parents have citizenship can compete for the country of his parents.
Provided that :
I. he has established the nationality/citizenship of his parents, and
2- has not previously represented the country of his birth.
Age Limit
2 9 No age limit for competitors in the Olympic Games in stipulated
by the International Olympic Committee.
Internationa] Sports Federation*
3 0 The following International Sports Federations governing Olympic
sports are recognized by the International Olympic Committee .
International Archery Federation
International Amateur Athletic Federation
International Amateur Basketball Federation
International Bobsleigh and Tobogganing Federation
International Amateur Boxing Association
iDtcrnational Canoeing Federation
International Amateur Cyclists Federation
International Equestrian Federation
International Fencing Federation
International Football Federation
International Gymnastics Federation
International Amateur Handball Federation
19

International
International
International
International
International
International
International
International
International
International
International
International
International
International

Hock y Federation
Ice Hockey Federation
Judo Federation
Luge Federation
Union for Modern Pentathlon and Biathlon
Rowing Federation
Shooting Union
Skating Union
Skiing Federation
Amateur Swimming Federation
Volleyball Federation
Weight-Lifting Federation
Amateur Wrestling Federation
Yacht Racing Union
Programme

3 1 The «fficial [ ogrammc shall include at least fifteen of the following sports :
Archery
Athletics
Basketball
Boxing
Canoeing
Cycling
Equestrian Sports
Fencing
Football
Gymnastics
Handball
Hockey

Judo
Modern Pentathlon
Rowing
Shooting
Swimming, Diving and Water-polo
Volleyball
Weight-Lifting
Wrestling
Yachting

20

Participadon of women
3 2 Women arc allowed to compete in Archery, Athletics, Basketball,
Canoeing, Diving, Equestrian Sports, Fencing, (Jymnastics, Handball,
Hockey, Luge, Rowing. Shooting, Figure and Speed Skating, Skiing,
Swimming, Volleyball and Yachting, according to the rules of the International Federation concerned.
Admission of Sports **
3 3 Only sports widely practised in at least forty countries and three
continents may be included in the programme of the Olympic Games.
Only sports widely practised by men in at least twenty-five countries
and two continents may be included in the programme of the Olympic
Winter Games.
Only sports widely practised by women in twenty-five countries and
two continents may be included in the programme of the Olympic Games,
and sports practised in twenty countries and two continents in the programme of the Olympic Winter Games.
Events
The International Olympic Committee in consultation with the International Federations concerned will decide the events which shall be
included in each sport, in bearing with the global content and aspect
of the Olympic programme and on the basis of statistical data referring
to the number of participating countries in each event of the Olympic
programme, of the World Championships, of Regional Games and all
other competitions under the patronage of the I.O.C. and the patronage
of the I.F.s, for a period of one Olympiad (4 years).
Team Sports
There shall be 12 tcauns for sports in which only men participate.
There shall be 18 teams for sports in which men and women compete,
provided that the number of women's teams is not less than 6.
It is the duty of the International Federation concerned to determine
the number of men's and women's teams within the prescribed limits.
"• Note :

These standards only apply to new sports. For those sports which arc
already on the Olympic programme, 8 years will be given to reach the standards.
Widely practisea means :
a) National Championships or Cups permanently organized by the respective
National Sports Federation ;
W international participation and the holding of Regional and World Championships in the respective sports.

21

Olympic Winter Games
The programnie for the Olympic Winter Games may include :
Biathlim, Bobsleigh, Ice Hockey, Luge, Skating and Skiing.
In each sport, the events arc governed by the technical rules of the
International Federation concerned.
The medals and diplomas must he different from those of the Olympic Games. The Olympic Winter Games arc governed by the Rules and
Regulations of the Olympic Games except where special provision is
made.
Eitablishment and Revision of the Olympic Programme
The programme of sports will be fixed by the International Olympic
Committee at the time the invitations to stage the Games are considered
and no changes are permitted thereafter.
The International Olympic Committee revises the Olympic programme after each celebration of Olympic Games (lour years) and has
the right to eliminate sports in which there is insufficient international
interest, according to the above-mcntitmed standards for the admission
of .sports, or not properly controlled according to Olympic Regulations.
National Fine Arts
3 4 The Organizing Committee shall arrange, subject to the approval
of the International Committee, exhibitions and demonstrations of the
national Fine Arts (Architecture, Literature, Music, Painting, Sculpture,
Photography and Sport Philately) and fix the dates during which these
exhibitions and demonstrations shall take place. Tlic programme may
also include theatrical, ballet, opera performances, or Symphony concerts.
This section of the programme should be of the same high standard as the
sports events and be held concurrently with them in the same vicinity.
It shall receive full recognition in the publicity released by the Organizing Committee.
Entry forms
3 5 Since only those National Olympic Committees recognized by the
International Olympic Committee can enter competitors in the Olympic
Games, a country without a National Olympic Committee must form such
a Committee and have it recognized by the International Olympic Committee before it is permitted to take part in the Olympic Games.
22

Entries are received from the National Federations by the National
Olympic Committee which will forward them, if they arc approved by it,
to the Organizing Committee of the Games. The Organizing (Committee
must acknowledge them. National Olympic Committees must investigate the eligibility of entrants proposed by National Federations and
make sure that no one has been left out for racial, religious or political
reasons.. An appeal against a decision on entries may be made by a
National Federation through its International Federation to the International Olympic Committee. The list of the sports and of the events in
which a nation will participate must be submitted to the Orgariizing
Committee, at least eight weeks before the date of the opening of the
Games. Tliis list may be telegraphed, but must be confirmed in writing.
The names of the competitors, not in excess of the numbers permitted,
must be received by the Organizing Committee at least ten days before
the date of the first event in each sport and no variation from this is
permitted. All entries must be printed or typewritten in duplicate on a
special form approved by the International Olympic Committee.
As a condition precedent to participation in the Olympic Games, a
competitor must be an amateur and conform with Rules 2G and 28. He
mu.st be a member of the organization in his own country affiliated to
tlie International Federation recognized by the International Olympic
Committee as governing his sport.
Should there be no National Federation for a particular sport in a
country which has a recognized National Olympic Committee, this
Committee may enter individuals in tliat sport in the Olympic Games
subject to the approval of the International Olympic Committee and
the International Federation governing that sport.
National Olympic Committees arc reminded that, while the Olympic Games welcome the youth of the world, it is a physical impossibility
to accommodate all that youth, and arc asked to use discretion and send
to the Games only competitors of Olympic caliber.
The entry form must ccmtain the eligibility code and the following
statement, to be signed by the competitor :
/, the undersigned, declare on my honour that I hax/e studied all the
rules and comply with the Eligibility Code of the Olympic Games as
specified on this form.
The respective National Federation, and the National Olympic Committee shall also sign this form to confirm that they have brought all
the rules to the competitor's attention.
Entries are not valid unless the above rules are observed.
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Number of Entries
3 6 The niaximum number of entries from each National Olympic Committee in each event is fixed by the International Olympic Committee in
consultation with the appropriate International Federation. The following numbers cannot be exceeded ;
a) for individual events, three competitors from each country (without
reserves) in both Olympic and Olympic Winter CJamcs (except in
skiing where four are permitted) ;
h) for team sports, one team per country, the niirnber of reserves to be
decided by the International Olympic Committee in consultation with
the International Federation concerned.
Travelling Expense*
3 7 The Organi^iing Committee shall ensure that the travelling and
liousing expenses for competitors ami officials arc kept to a minimum.
Identity Card
3 8 The Organizing Conimittcc shall make available to each N.O.C.s
identity cards which shall be issued to :
— competitors (card F) ;
— team officials (card F) ;
— the President and Secretary General of the N.O.Cs., the President
and Secretary General of each Orgnni.sing Committee of the Olympic
Games and one accompanying guest of each ol llicm (card B) ;
— chels de mission and assistant chefs dc mission (card C).
In addition the Organising Committee shall make available to the
1.0.C identity cards for its members and directors and for one guest
accompanying them (card A), for members of its commissions not present
at the Games in other official capacities (card R), as well as for its staff
(card B).
This card establishes the identity of its holder and coTistifutcs the
document allowing entry into the country in which the city organising
the Games is situated.
It also allows the holder to stay and move freely in that country for
the duration of the Games and for a period not exceeding one month
before and one month after them.
The identity card also allows free entry to the Olympic village and
access to the sites of the competitions and events to which the Games
give rise and to the seats allotted in the stands.
Upon recpiesl of the Organising (Jommittee the identity card shall be
countersigned by the authorities of the country of the holder confirming
the holder's nationality and the right to travel to the country of the
Games and to return to his own country,
A similar identity card shall be made available to the Presidents.
Secretaries General, technical delegates of the International Federations
and one accompanying guest of each of them (card B) as well as for the
technical officials and juries stipulated in rule 42 (card D).

Olympic Village and Housing
3 9 The Organizing Comtnillee shall provide an Olympic Village for
men and one for women so that competitors and team officials can be
housed togclJier and fed at a reasonable price.
If certain athletes do not live in the village their rooms shall remain allotted
to them and shall be paid for by their NOC. If the IOC authorises the
Organising Committee to hold events outside the Olympic city, official accommodation may be provided for the competitors and team officials with the
approval of the IOC.
The Villages shall be located as close as possible to the main
stadium, practice fields and other facilities.
Arrangements shall also be made for tlie accommodation of the
judges, umpires, referees, in,spectorR, timekeepers, etc., appointed by the
International Federations within the limits approved by the International Olympic Committee. (Sec Rules 41 and 42.)
"Administrative personnel".
4 0 Only competitors and those serving the competitors with definite
duties, as described below, known as team officials, may live in the
Olympic Village.
The Organizing Committee for the Games is not required to recognize
or to make provision in the Olympic Village for more than the following
number of non-competitors as certified by National Olympic Committees:
a) for 50 or less competitors :
one for each tliree competitors;
b) for next 70 competitors (31 to 100) :
one for each five competitors;
c) for each seven competitors over 100 :
one extra.
In addition, if required ;
Doctors : one per delegation of less than .50 competitors, and one
extra for every 100 competitors over and above 50 (with a niaxitnum of
four doctors in all per delegation).
Veterinary surgeons : not more than one i)er delegation, plus one
extra if the venue of one ciiuestrian event is more tlian .50 kilometres
away from the venue of another equestrian event.
Farriers : one per delegation.
Masseurs and nurses .• not exceeding one for every 25 of the first
100 competitors, plus one for each additional 50 competitors.
Boatmen: not exceeding one for rowing, one for yachting and one
for canoeing delegation.
Grooms : not exceeding one per two horses.
Fencing armourer : not exceeding one per delegation.
Shooting armourer : not exceeding one per delegation.
Cycle mechanics : not exceeding two per cycling delegation.
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Transport mat agers : for rowing boats, canoes and yachting not
exceeding two per delegation with entries in the rowing, canoeing and
yachting competitions.
Female officials: one extra for each two sports in which national
delegation has female competitors.
Cooks : one for each 100 with maximum of two.
Pianist: one for each gymnastic delegation.
One assistant chef de mission per delegation over 50 competitors.
Referees, judges, time keepers, inspectors, etc., appointed by the
International Federations shall not live in the Olympic Village and are
not included in the number of team officials mentioned above. Their
number shall not exceed that agreed upon between the International
Olympic Conunittce and the International Federations.

Technical Delegatei
4 1 Each nternational Federation rccogni?:ed by the International
Olympic C( mmittee has full control of the technical direction of its
sporl and ill grounds, tracks, courses and equipment must conform to
its rules. It may send two representatives while these facilities arc being
planned a id constructed, to check that its regulations arc followed, and
to check the living accommodation including feeding and transportation
facilities for technical officials and judges as mentioned in Rule 42.
The cxpmses of its representatives (transportation by first class air fare
if the miieage exceeds 1,.500 miles or air tourist class, board and housing)
shall be paid by the Organizing Committee.
It must send two representatives at least five days before the beginning of the first event of their sport, in order to check a i J arrange the
entries. The expenses (transportation by first class air fare if the
mileage exceeds 1,500 miles or air tourist class, board and housing) of
their representatives until the clos-ng of the Games sh^'l aho be paid
by the Organizing, Committee.
In exceptional cases, if for technical reasons the presence of additional delegates is necessary, the appropriate arrangements will be
made; the International Olympic Committee must Sc previously
informed. In cases of disagreement, the International Olympic Committee will decide.
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Technical Officials and Juries
4 2 The necessary technical officials, referees, judffcs, umpires, timekeepers, inspectors, etc., and a jury for each sport shall be appointed
by the appropriate international Federation which shall direct their
work in conjunction with the Organizing Committee.
The officials and the nicmber.s of the juries must never have been
professionals in sport. No official who has participated in a decision
may serve on the jury that reviews it. The findings of the jury shall
be communicated as sotm as possible to the International Olympic
Committee.
The juries decide all technical questions concerning their respective
sports and their decisions are final.
Technical officials and jury members may not live in the Olympic
Village, but the Organizing Committee shall ensure that living accommodation, including dining and transportation facilities at reasonable cost,
is available. Their number for each sport must not exceed the number
agreed between the International Olympic Committee and the respective
International Federations. They arc not included in the table given in
Rule 40.
These technical officials and jury members are not part of the
National Olympic Committees' delegations but are under the responsibility of their respective International Federations.
Penalties in case of fraud
4 3 A competitor proved to have transgressed the Olympic Rules knowingly shall be disqualified and lose any position that he may have gained. If this competitor's National Olympic Committee or National Federation is proved to have been party to the fraud, the entire team in the
Sport involved shall also be disqualified.
Final Court of Appeal
4 4 The Executive Board of the International Olympic Committee
decides all matters of controversy of a non-technical nature concerning
the Games. (Such matters may be submitted only by National Olympic
Committees, International Federations or the Organizing Committee,)
In addition the Executive Board may intervene in all questions of a nontechnical nature.
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Prizes
4 5 The prizes of the Olympic Games shall b«r provifled by the Organizing Committee for distribution by the International Olympit: Committee, They consist of medals and diplomas. In individual events the
first prize shall be a silver-gilt medal and a diploma, the second prize a
silver medal and a diploma, and the third prize a bronze medal and a
diploma. The medals must bear the name of the sport concerned and
shall be attached in a removable fashion to a chain or ribbon, which may
be hung around the neck of the competitor. Diplomas but not medals
shall also be given for the fourth, fifth and sixth places. All participants
in a tie will be entitled lo receive a medal and a diploma.
Frize medals shall be at least GO mm. in diameter and S mm. thick.
The first and second flace medals shall be of silver, at least 925/000 fine,
and the first place medal shall he strongly gilded with at least 6 grams
of fine gold.
In team games and team events in other sports except those of an
"artificial" nature (one in which the score is computed from the position
of the contestant in the Individual competition) each member of the
winning team participating in at lea.st one match or competition held
during (he Olympic Games shall be given a silver-gilt medal and a
diploma, of the second team a silver medal and a diploma, and of the
third team a bronze medal and a diploma. The other members of these
teams are given diplomas but no me<lals. In "artificial" team events
one medal only shall be given to the team and the members shall receive
diplomas only. Members of teams placed fourth, fifth and sixth receive
diplomas only.
All competitors and officials in the Games shall receive a diploma
and a commemorative medal.
The names of all winners shall be inscribed upon the walls of the
stadium where the Games have taken place.
Diplomas and commemorative medals shall be given to all noncompetitors who arc officially attached to Olympic teams and are
certified by the National Olympic Committee of their country within the
limits of the numbers prescribed in Rule 40.
Judges, referees, timekeepers, inspectors, umpires, etc. officiating at
the Games and certified by the International Federation ccmccrncd within
the limits fixed by the International Olympic Committee shall also be
given diploma,s and commemorative medals.
No prizes or awards other than those described above shall be given
at the Olympic (lamcs, and all surplus medals and diplomas shall be
remitted to the International Olympic Committee.
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If an Olympic competitor is disqualified, his medal must be returned.
If this is not done, the National Olympic Committee rims the risk of
suspension.
The Organizing Committee shall give the casts of all medals to the
l.O.C. after the Games.

Roll of Honour
4 6 The Olympic Games arc not ccmtests between nations and no
scoring by countries is recognized. A Roll of Honour of the names
of the first six competitors in each event shall be compiled by the
Organizing Committee and delivered to the International Olympic Committee.

Attaches
4 7 In order to facilitate co-operation between the Organizing Committee and the National Olympic Committees, the latter, after consultation with the former, shall appoint an " attach^ " to their country. The
attach^ should speak the language of the country to which he is attached.
He shall act as a liaison between the Organizing Committee and the
National Olympic Committee to which he is attached and shall be in
continuous contact with both Committees in order to assist with the
travelling and housing arrangements and to help solve any problems
which may arise.

Rcierved Scats

48
I'Vec scuts shall be reserved as rolh)ws :
In the miiiti sUrdium ;
A Koyal or Presidential Box for the Sovcreifrn or Chief of State and
his retinue.
Stand A I'or each l.O.C. member present and llic directors, and for an
accompanying giit^st of eadi of them.
Stand B For the President. Secretary General and tfchnical delegates
of each International Federation im the Olympic programme :
For the IVcsident ;nid Sccrrfary General of each National
Olynipic Committee ;
For the ['resident and Secretary General of each Organising
Committee of the Olympic (tames ;
and for one guest of each of them.
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Stand C

Stand D

Stand E

Stand F

Stand G

For members of T.O.C. Commissions who are not present at
l!ir Games in other officinl raj>acity.
For I.O.C. staff members.
Twelve transferable passes shall be allotted to the I.O.C.
Stands A and R are to be adjacent.
For members of National Olympic Committees and their
guests, one transferable pass to be allotted for every twenty
competitors ; for the "chefs de missions" and assistant "chefs
de mission" unless they already have a scat in Stand B. and
the Olympic "attach^" of each participating country ; for
members of the Organising Comniiltee : and for those who
have been honoured by the award of the Olympic Diploma
before 1st January 1975. and an accompanying guest. Twelve
transferable passes shall be allotted to each International
Federation,
For technical officials and members of the various juries
other than Presidents. Secretaries General and technical
delegates of I.F,s. who are already catered for. In those sports
in which the host country provides the executive officials,
twelve seats iji Stand D shall be reserved for the Tntcmational
Federation concerned.
For journalists (1000 maximum), photographers 1^50 maximum) and for radio and television commentators and operators
(1,50 maximum). For the Olympic Winter Games these
numbers shall be 400 for journalists and photographers and
7.5 for radio and television commentators and operators.
For team officials and competitors of all sports (1.500 maximum for the Olympic Games and 250 maximum for the
Olympic Winter Games) near the winning post (except for
the Opening and Closing Ceremonies).
For important guests, e.g. members of Royal families, diplomatic corps and high government officials, near Stand A.

Jn other stadia :
The Royal or the Presidential Rox and one stand for occupants of
Stands A and B. Stand A must be sej)arate from the other stands.
One stand to which shall be admitted, as far as spare will allow, the
occupants of Stand C, Twelve transferable C passes shall be allocated to
each International Federation and twelve transferable B passes to the
I.O.C. Suitable accommodation must be provided for the occupants of
Stands E, F and G.
Special transportation arrangements to the various sports venues
.shall be made for members of the International Olympic Committee.
A parking place especially reserved for the cars of the occupants of
Stands A and B shall be located close to the main entrances of the various
stadia and special placards and identification cards shall be issued for
these cars.
SO

Information media

4 9 In order lo ensure the widest possible audience for the Olympic
(lames, and subject to (he rights of the International Olympic Committee, the necessary steps shall be taken to allow representatives of all
lonns of mass media to attend and report on the events antl ceremonies
accompanying the Oamcs, uncler the conditions laid down by the I.O.C.
Without prejudice to the granting of exclusive rights as defined
hereafter, (he showing, without payment of royalties, of newsrecis covering (he Games is authorised within the framework of regular news programmes in which the actual news element constitutes (he main feature,
whether in cinemas, over the whole of a television network or on a single
station, hal is limited to three reports of three minutes each, separated
by an interval of at least three hours.
T h e Internationa! Olympic Committee may, subject to payment of
broadcasting rights, grant the right to broadcast a n d / o r distribute
reports on the Olympic (jamcs. The total amount of the broadcasting
and distribution rights shall be paid to the International Olympic Committee by the bodies to which these rights have been granted.
T h e International Olympic Committee may grant a television company the exclusive right to broadcast the Games in a given territory. In
this case no other television company not withstanding the second
paragraph above may broadcast on such territory the coverage of any
Olympic event before the company (hat has acquired the exclusive rights
for that country has completed the whole of its news broadcasts for the
day. on the day it broadcasts its coverage of aforesaid event. This
prohibition shall cease at the latest forty-eight hours after the end of
the event or ccremcmy. No tclcvisiim organisation may. without the
approval of the Intcrnaticmal Olympic Cimunittec. grant to a third party
any rights which it shall have acquired under the above provisions.
* Note : sec also hyc-laws, page 4.S.
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Each Olympic Games shall be recorded for posterity by the Olympic
Film, the exclusive rights for which shall be the property of the International Olympic Committee, and by technical films which the International Federations will be authorised to make on their respective
sports.
5 0 The rules affecting the administration and organization of the
Olympic Games may not be changed at the two Sessions prior to the
year of the organization of the Games. This rule will not apply to the
bye-laws.
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V - THE OLYMPIC PROTOCOL
5 1 The Inlcrnaliotiiil Olympic Coininittcc selects the city in whirh the
Olympic Games take place at a mcctin/j in u country having: no city as
candidate. This sdccfifm, save in exceptional i.ircumslanci's, is made at
least six years in advance. The organizalion of (he (laincs is cnlrusifd
by the Jniernational Olympic Onmmittet to the National Olympic (lomiTiittce of the cvuintry in which (he cho.scn city is situated. 1 he National
Olympic Committee may delefiate the duties with which is has l>ecn
entrusted to a special Organizing Conimitlec which shall (henceforth
correspond directly with tlic International Olympic (^ommiMce m long
as this Organizing (/ommitfcc undertakes responsibility for all the obligations of the city awarded the (»aincs.
Any city submitting a bid to organise the Games shall undertake in
writing to observe the "Conditicms laid down for candidate cities".
Definition of the Organizing Committee
* * The Organising Committee, which Tnust possess legal status, is the
cxetutivc body appointed by tJie Internationa! Olympic Ctminiittcc to
organise the Games on its behalf and to be responsible for all the physical
problems of organisation. It functions by virtue of the delegation of
powers by the International Olympic Committee within fixed limits, and
cannot act in its place.
The powers of this (Organizing Committee expire at the end of the
Games.
The I.O.C. member or members for the country and the President
and/or the Secretary General of the National Olympic Committee must
be included on its Executive Board or its Management Committee.
After the Games, the Organizing Committee must remain in existence for the duration of the winding up for which it is responsible and
must settle all outstanding matters and/or cases at issue concerning the
Games to the satisfaction of the I.O.C
Time and Duration of the Olympic Games
5 3 The Olympic Games must take place during the first year of the
Olympiad which they are to celebrate (e.g. in 1,912 for the Vth Olympiad, 1972 for the XXth). Tn no circumstances may they be postponed
to another year. Their non-celebratitm during this first year entails the
non-celebration of tlic Olympiad and involves the annulment of the
rights of the city chosen. These rights cannot be carried forward to the
next Olympiad witliout the approval of the International Olympic
Committee,
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The lime of year when the Olympic Games arc held is not permanently fixed but will bd proposed to the International Olympic Committee by the Organizing Committee for approval.
The International Olympic Committee alone makes the decision.
The period of the Games must not exceed fifteen days, including
the opening day. If there is no competition on Sundays, the duration
can be extended accordingly. The Olympic Winter Games must be
confined to ten days. The official ending of the Games is when the
Olympic flame is extinguished.
Olympic City
5 4 The events must all take place in or as near as possible to the city
chosen and preferably at or near the main stadium. The city chosen
cannot share its privilege with another nor can it permit any deviation
from the programme or from the Olympic Regulations.
No other international events may be scheduled in or near the
Olympic City during the period of the Games, or during the preceding
or following week.
Programme
an For all the technical arrangements of the Games, the Organizing
Committee must consult the International Federations concerned. It
must see that all the different branches of sport arc placed on the same
footing.
It is responsible for tlie integration of the various sports into the
programme, but it shall meet the wishes of the International Federations
as far as possible. The final decision on any conflict of views is made
by the l.O.C. The order of ail competiti<ms within each sport is the
responsibility of the International Federation concerned after consultation with the Organizing Committee.
The Organizing Committee must arrange and supervise the programme of the Fine Arts which forms an essential part of the (>amcs.
Explanatory Brochnrci
For each sport an explanatory brochure, containing the general
programme and arrangements, shall be printed in French and English,
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as well as in tl\c language of Ihc country in which the (iai-.ics arc beinjj
held, and distributed by the Organizinj; Committee to the I.O.C. the
International Federation contrrncd and to all National Olympic Committees not less than one year before the Ganics open.
These official brochures shall contain no advertising matter.
Official Report
A full and ci)mi)Urlo printed ri:))t>rt must be prepared for the International Olympic (.'omnnttce. written in the two oflicini languages of
the I.O.C.. French and English, and eventually in the language of the
country in whicj) the (>amcs were held, within two years alicr the dose
of the Games.
This report shall be distributed free of charge to each I.O.C". member.
to each honorary member. tf> each International I'edcralion on the programme and to each National Conunittce that took part in the Games.
Several copies must also be delivered tree of charge to the I.O.Ci.
Headquarters.
Advertising, propaganda
F'very kind of demonstrali<m or propaganda, whellu-r poiitical. religious or racial, in ihe Olymiiic areas is forbidden.
No publicity whatsoever .shall be allowed in the air above the stadia
and other Olympic areas, since this is part of tlie Olympic sites.
Commercial installations and advertising signs shall not be permitted inside the stadium or other sports arenas.
No commercial advertising is permitted on equipment used in the
Games nor on the uniforms or numbers worn by contestants or officials,
in fact nothing may be worn on the uniforms of contestants or officials
except the flag or emblem ol tlic National Olympic Committee, which
must meet with the approval of the International Olympic Committee.
'ITic trademarks on timing equipment and scoreboards mu.st on no
acco>mt be larger than Vi«th of the height of the equipment itself, and
.shall never be greater than 10 cm high. Any contract in this respect must
be submitted to the I.O.C. for approval.
The di.splay of any clothing or cqvii])men( such as .snoes. skis, handbags, hats, etc. marked con.spiaio\isly for advertising )>urposcs in any
01ymi>ic venue (training grounds. Olympic Village, or fields of compelition), by participants cither competitors, coaches, trainers or anyone else
associated with an Olympic tcan» in official ca])aci(y, will nornuUIy
result in iimuediafc disqualification or withdrawal of credentials.
Emblem
The Organizing Committee cannot use the Olympic emblem (sec
Rule ()) for publicity or connncrcial purposes. Any use shall be sid>milled to Ihe I.O.C. in advance for a))))roviil. It will ensure ihc protection of the Olympic entblcm and the emblem of the Games by the
government of its country for the I.O.C. and the Organizing Committee.
It cannot authorise the use of the emblem of the Games for publicity or
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COxVJrLetck: p ^ ;v>>sc'; it:- ih? ct/J.'lbir.S or ' e n !t()r!»:;> yf any otiicr >'.'J.C.,
witho t the per;.. ; - ' . u of t h i t N.O.C. airl the ai.\>rcval uf the (.0 C
If permisiio-i In use tljC t'nb)(tm of the Gam.-s for pu Jicity i .rposci hi:
been granted, the Org-'niz'-, .j Committee shall gi e to the N a t i o n a l
Olympi'' Comr,(iflcc roiK vrned the right to register that cn/bh..a as a
trade m a r h or (o t. 'vc rny other steps that r>ay be /.ucessary to avoit'
any improper use thert"*'.
D u r i r g tJic Ga'^-.c,^ ana for the periou oi prepar.itior. for them pnJ
for the t'vo /-.lars .'fier fhcy r a v e enJ'-J, the t''r'jan'z'.ig Committee is
authori:.ed to exploit the rfficiul emblems and all badges, poster'
objcv-ts and dociim.c,;tj ••,.'lic'i it d;;sij,'ns, creHtt... publis'ncs or reproduces
for the purpose of the Clr - es.
The Org-'Dtxir'jj ' ' o " r ; i i t t c c SIMIII t;,!'c all seeps that may be required
in order to Ca^sure all r'f<".t,-. and property of lue ofhcial einblei is of fh*
Games and other thing' mentioned above, for the b-t •ifit of the I.O.C.
and to ensure their ocecssary protection.
The san)e directives apply to the Organizing Committee of the
Session for all printed material and olher ilems as mentioned above.
Music and Fanfares
T h e International Olympic Committee shall be the owner of the
copyright in all nmsical compositions. For a period of four years, commencing from the closing of the Games, the International Olympic Committee shall grant all rights of reproduction to the Organizing Committee
against payment of a royalty on the gross receipts derived therefrom.
T h e I.O.C. shall authorize the Organizing Committee to make use of the
Olympic hymn during the period of the Games without payment of
royalty therefor,
Responsibilities prior to and following the Games
Publicity for any Olympic Games should not be released before the
conclusion of the preceding Olympic Games.
A final report and recommendations shall be presented to the I.O.C.
by the Organizing Committee, during the Session following the Games.
These reports shall Include the audited accounts.
Invitations and Forms
5 6 T h e invitations to take p a r t in the Games must be sent out by the
Organizing Committee on the instructions of the International Olympic
Committee. They are addressed to the recognized National Olympic
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CommiUee of each country and must be drawn up in the following
terms : In accordance with the instructiona given by the InlernaLional
Olymfnc Committee the Organixinp^ Committee of the Games of the. ..
Olympiad has the honour to inxnte you to participate in the competitions
atid celebrations which will take place at... from . . . to ...
All invitations must be sent simultaneously by registered airmail and
not through diplomatic channels. Personal presentations of invitations
must not be made.
All documents (invitation.s. entries, entrance tickets, programmes, etc.)
printed for the Games, as well as the badges distributed, must bear
the number of the Ol^Tupiad and the name of the city where it is
celebrated (e.g. Games of the Vth Olympiad, Stockholm 1912). In the
case of the Winter Games the name of the city and the number of the
(James should be used (e.g. Xlth Olympic Winter (iamcs, Sapporo 1972).
Olympic Flag and Emblem
5 7 Both in the stadium and in its neighbourhood the Olympic flag
must be flown freely with the flags of all the participating countries or
areas. A large Olympic flag must fly in the stadium during the Games
from a flagpole in the arena where it shall be hoisted at the moment the
Games are declared open and struck when they arc declared closed.
Olympic flame
The Organising Committee shall be responsible for the arrangements for
bringiriR the Olympic flame to the stadium. The celebrations to which Us
journey or its arrival give rise, under the auspices of the relevant National
Olympic Committee, shall observe the Olympic protocol and may not be the
occasion for commercial advertising.
Opening Ceremony
5 8 The Sovereign or Chief of State who has been invited to open
the Olympic Games is received at the entrance of the stadium by the
President of the International Olympic Committee and the President of
the Organizing Committee who then present the members of their
respective Committees. The two Presidents conduct the Sovereign or
Chief of State and his retinue to his box in the tribune where he is
greeted with the national anthem of his country.
The parade of the participants then follows. Each contingent dressed
in its official uniform must be preceded by a shield bearing the name
of the country or area under which it is affiliated and be accompanied by
its appropriate flag. The contingents parade in alphabetical order in the
language of the country organizing the Games, except that Greece
shall lead and the organizing country shall bring up the rear. Only
those participating in the Games and no more than four non-competitors in each contingent shall parade. The competitors salvrtc the
Sovereign or Chief of State of the country by turning their heads
toward his box. The flags of the delegations participating, as well
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as the shields and their bearers, shall be furnished by the Organizing
Committee and shall all be of equal sire. Each contingent, after
completing its march around the stadium, shall line up on the centre
of the field and maintain its position in a column behind its shield and
flag facing the tribune of honour. Participants arc not permitted to
carry cameras on the field during the opening and closing ceremonies.
The President of the Organizing Committee accompanied by the
President of the International Olympic Committee proceeds to the
rostrum placed on the field in front of the Tribune of Honour where
he introduces the President of the international Olympic Committee
with a few appropriate remarks (not more than 2 minutes) and ask.s him
to request the Sovereign or Chief of State to open the (iamcs.
The President of the International Olympic Committee (hen mounts
the rostrum, delivers a brief speech of welcome (not more than 3 minutes)
concluding with :
/ licwe till' honour to ask . . . to proclaim ojifn the Games of the
. . . Olymliiad of thr modern cyrlc. iniliatetl hy the Baron Pierre de Couher^in in 1S96 (or the . .. Olympic Winter Gamea).
The Sovereign or Chief of State then says : / di'ihirr of)eii the
Olympic Games of . .. relchraling the . . . Olympiad of the modern era
for the ... Olympic Winter Carries).
Immedialely a fanfare of (nmipcls is sounded and to the strains of
the Olympic "Anthem" the Olympic flag is slowly raised on the flagpole
erected in Ihe arena. The Ma-yijr of the city then joins the President of
the International Olympic Committee on the rostrum. A representative
of the city where the previous Olympic Games were held delivers the
official Olympic flag of cmbroideied satin pre.tcntcd in 1920 hy the
Ik'lgian Olympic Committee to the President who hands it over to the
Mayor. (For the Olympic Winter Camcs there is another flag i)rescntcd
in IM2 by the city of Oslo.) This flag must be kept in the principal
numicipal building milil tlic next Games. A salute of three guns is fired,
and then follows the .symbolic release of pigeons. Tlie Olympic flame
then arrives, brought from Olympia by a relay of runners, the last of
wliif.h, after circling the track, lights the sacred Olympic fire which shall
not be extinguished until the clo.se of the (»ames,
ii there is to be a short (not more than three minutes) religious ccrenv>ny, this now takes place.
The solemn Olympic oath is then taken tn the following ceremony :
the flag bearers a<lvance and form a semicircle around the rostrum ; an
athlete of the country where the Games are taking place then advances
to the rostrum accompanied by the flag bearer of his country ; he
mount! the rostrum and, holding a corner of the flag in his left hand,
and removing his hat, raises his right hand and takes the following oath
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on behalf of all the athletes :
In the name of all competitors I promise that roe will lake part in
these Olympic Games, respecting and abiding hy the rides ivhich govern
them, in the true spirit of sportsmanship, for the glory of sport and the
honour of our teams.
Immediately after, a judge of the country where the Games are taking
place then advances to the rostrum and similarly, takes the following oath
on behalf of all the judges and officials :
In the name of all judges and officials, I promise that we will officiate in these Olympic Games with complete impartiality, respecting and
abiding by the rules which govern them, in the true spirit of sportsmanship.
The national anthem of the organizing country is then played or
sung. The participants then leave the arena by the shortest route. The
ceremony thus comes to an end and the competitions may begin, or a
gymnastic display or some other appropriate demonstration may take
pi^cc.
„.
^
Victory Ceremony
5 9 The medals shall be presented during the Games by the President
of the International Olympic Committee (or a member selected by him),
accompanied by the President or his deputy of the International Federation concerned, if possible immediately after the event at the place
where the competition was held and in, the followi'ng manner : the competitors who have been judged first, second and thirid take their places,
in their sports costtimie^ orily oij a stand in the stadium facing the tiiliune of honour, with the winner isliphlly above the second who is on
his right, and tlie third who is on his left. The flag of the country of the
winner shall be hoisted on the central flagpole and those of the second
and third on adjoining flagpoles on the right and on the left, as they face
the arena.
Meanwhile the national anthem (abbreviated) of the country of the
winner is played, during which tiie three competitors and the .spectators
shall face the flags.
.
Closing Ceremony
6 0 This ceremony must take place in the stadium after the last cvcpt.
The h«arers of the. flags of the pjarticipating delegations march into
the arena in single file behind their shield bearer's in the same order
and take up the same positions in the centre of j;hc field as during the
opening ceremony. Behind them march six competitors of each delegation which have participated in the Games, eight or ten abreast, without
distinction of nationality united in the friendly bonds of Olympic sport.
The flagbearers then form a semicircle behind the rostrum.
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The Prcsiflent of the International Olympic Committee then proceeds
to the foot of the rostrum. To the strains of the Greek national anthem,
the Greek flag is then hoisted on the right flagpole used for the victory
ceremony. Then the flag of the comitry organizing the Games is hoisted
on the centre flagi)ole while its national anthem is played. Finally
the national flag of the city selected to organize the next Olympic Games
is hoisted on the left flagpole to the strains of its national anthem.
The President of the International Olympic Commillee then mounts
the rostrum and pronounces the closing of the Games in the following
words :
In the luimc of thr Inlciiwlioiial Olympic Commillee f offer to . . .
and to thr fwojAc of . . . (nnmc of the SoxHTci^n or Chief of Shite and
name of the tountry) to the authorities of thr city of . . . and In thr
Or^anisina, Commiltre of the (iames. our deepe.sl jiratitnde. / decUirr the
Games of the .. . Oiymfnad (or the . . . Olympic Wivler Games) closed
and, in accordance with tradition 1 call upon the youth of (dl countries
to assemble four years from now at . . . (in case the city has not yet been
chosen, the name of the city is replaced hy tlic words "the place to he
clutsen"). there to celebrate with us the Games of the . . . Oiymfnad for
the . . . Olympic Winter Games). May they display cheerfulness and
concord so that the Olymfnc torch xdill he carried on reiilh ever greater
eagerness, courage and honour fen the good of humanity throughout the
ages.
A fanfare is then sounded, tnc sacrca Olympic fire is extinguished,
and to the strains of the Olympic "Anthem" the Olympic flag is slowly
lowered from the flagpole and carried horizontally from the arena by
a squad of eight men in uniform. A salute of five guns follows ; the
choir then sings and thereafter, the standard and flagbearcrs and the
competitors march out to appropriate music by the bands
Precedence
6 1 At all Olympic functions, during the Games the members and
honorary members of the International Olympic Committee, in their
order of seniority, the President and the Vice-Presidents leading, take
precedence, followed by the members of the Organizing Committee, the
Presidents of the International Federations and the Presidents of the
National Olympic Committees.
The Organizing Committee must not give official recognition to
any foreign delegation or mission, nor recognize any authority over
participants other than that of the National Olympic Committees, the
International Federations and the International Olympic Committee.
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is - BYE-LAWS
I . TO RULE 6
General principles
a) Each NOC is responsible for the observance of IOC rule 6 and its bye-law
within its territory.
It shall in particular use its best endeavours to secure, by the end of four
years from Isl June 1975 at the latest, that any use of the Olympic
symbol, emblems and the motto "citius, altius, fortius" as well as the terms
"Olympic Games" and "Olympiad" which is In breach of rule 6 and its
bye-law shall be discontinued.
b) Any ,NOC may at any time request the IOC's assistance in settling
amicably any differences with third parties which may arise in the application
of article a) above, or in obtaining any necessary protective measures from
its government.
c) Tf the IOC Executive Board considers that the only way of securing
compliance with article a) above is by restricting an NOC's participation in
Olympic activity, it may take any restrictive measures with immediate
effect against that NOC as it thinks fit. In any event, if these measures
include the suspension of the NOC, such action is subject to ratification
by the IOC at its next meeting.
Protection of the symbol and the Olympic terms
a) An NOC may only use the Olympic flag and symbol within the framework
of its activity with the IOC's express authority.
b) Every NOC shall be responsible within its own territory to see that the
use of the terms "Olympic Games" and "Olympiad" is confined to activities
related to. the Olympic movement and shall tukc step to prevent any use
of these terms which could injure the dignity of the Olympic movement.
Protection of the NOCs' emblems
a) An NOC which wishes to grunt to third parties for a specific purpose its
right to use an emblem which incorporates the Olympic sytabol of the five
rings must submit the proposed emblem together with particulars of the
conditions subject to which the emblem is to be used by the third parties,
to the Executive Board of the IOC for its approval. The lOC Executive
Board shall have the right to require modifications to the emblem or such
conditions.
b) In accordance with rule 6, any use of an NOC's emblem must contribute
to the development of the Olympic movement and not harm its dignity.
A third party who is authorised to use an NOC's emblem shall be allowed
fo state that it does so with the agreement and in the interests of the NOC.
Protection of the emblems of the IOC and the Orcanisins Committees
The above rules governing the protection of the NOCs' emblems arc also
applicable to all emblems of the IOC or of an Organising Committee which
Is responsible for holding Games or other sporting events under the patronage
of the IOC. NOCs shall be responsible for securing protection of such emblems
within their respective territories.
Supervision measures
Each NOC shall regularly submit a report to the IOC Executive Board on the
application of the present bye-law within a period of time stipulated by (he
latter. The IOC Executive Board may at any time call for an interim report.
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1 1 . TO RULE 2 6
A - A competitor may :
1.

Be a physical education or sports teacher who gives elementary
instruction.

2.

Accept, during the period of preparation and actual competition
which shall be limited by the rules of each International Federation ;
ii) Assistance administered through his or her National Olympic
Committee or National Federation for :
Food and lodging.
Cost of transport.
Pocket money to cover incidental expenses.
ln.surancc cover in respect of accidents, illness, personal property
and disability.
Personal sports equipment and clothing.
Cost of medical treatment, physiotherapy and atithoriscd coaches.
h) Compensation, authorised by his or her National Olympic Committee or National Fe<leration, in case of necessity, to cover
financial loss resulting from his or her ab.sence from work or
basic occupation, on account of preparation for, or participation
in the Olympic Games and international sports competitions.
In no circumstances shall payment made under this provision
exceed the sum which the cornpctitor would have earned in the
same periods. The compensation may be paid with the approval
of the National Federations or the National Olympic Committees
at their discretion.

3.

Accept prizes won in competition within the limits of the rules established by the respective International Federations.

4.

Accept academic and technical scholarships.

B - A competitor must n o t :
'•
2.

Be, or have ever been, a professional athlete in any port, or have
entered into a contract to that end prior to (he official closure of the
Cnmes.
Have allowed his person, name, picture or sports performance to be
used for advertising, except when his or her International Federation, National Olympic Committee or National Federation enters
into a contract for sponsorship or equipment. All payments must be
made to the International Federation. National Olynipic Committee
or National Federation concerned, and not to the individual.

.=5. (i.irry advertising material on M.s person or clothing in the Olympic
(lames. W o r l d or Coniincnlal Championships and Games under
patronage of the I.O.C., other than trade marks on technical equipment or clothing as agreed by the 1,0.C. with the International
Federations,
•1.
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Have acted as a professional coach or trainer in any sport.

(> - Eligibility cammission
A commission may be a|i|>()iiil<:«! to enforce Rule t>() and these JUe-Laws.
together with Rules I and :i (fundamental principles). S (ciiizciiship).
28 (special conditions), .S5 (affiliation), 4!) (reporting).

I I I . TO RULE ^ 9
After consulting the International Federation concerned, the Organizing Committee shall place al, the disposal of the radio, cinema, television and press the space necessary for the proper coverage of the
Games. The number and position of the places reserved for the massmedia personnel, photographers, and radio, cinema and television equipment, may be limited only for reasons directly concerning the organization of the events unless the Executive Board shall otherwise agree.
The Organizing Committee shall exercise control over the use of all
cameras set up in the stadia and stands, ('amcras used privately for
.strictly non-commercial purposes in the enclosures reserved for spectators shall not however be subject to any restriction.
Accreditation
The Organizing Committee shall issue an accreditation card to the
representatives of the different forms of mass media, officially accredited either by the National Olympic Committee of their respective
country, or directly by the Organizing Committee, subject in each case
to the International Olympic Committee's approval.
The accreditation card will give representatives of the written and
spoken press, radio, television, ncwsrccls and photographers, free and
unrestricted admission to the events and official ceremonies.
Under no circumstance, throughout the duration of the Olympic
Games, may any participating athlete, trainer, official, etc. be accredited
or act as a journalist or photographer.
Broadcastinj^ rights
The term "broadcasting" means informing the public of the official
events and ceremonies within the Olympic Games, by all radio and
audio-visual forms of mass media (cinema, radio, television, close-circuit
progranmies, video-cassette, etc.).
With the authority of the International Olympic (x)mmittee arid
subject to its approval, the Organizing Committee may against payment
therefore grant concessions for the broadcasting and distribution rights
for the coverage of the Olympic Games.
Subject to the preceding provisions of this bye-law, the right to show
the Olympic Games on television may only be granted by the Organizing
Committee (acting under powers delegated to it by the Intcmation.il
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Olympic Conimiltce, and subject always to approval of any relevant
contracts by (he Ej^cciilivc Board of the International Olympic Committee) directly to television organizalioiis in respect ol their respective
national terrihiries or to the national or international associations of
such organizations.
All contracts entered into between llic Organising Committee and
broadcasting media for the purchase by the latter of the television rights
in their respective territories, or contracts affecting (he televising of the
Games shall not be valid without the approval of the blxccutive Board of
the International Olympic Committee.
A representative of the International Olympic Committee shall be
entitled to attend all discussions concerning the drafting of such contracts, Every contract shall stipulate that the International Olympic
Committee's Rules and Regulations shall be deemed to be incorporated
in the contract and shall be binding on all parties to it.
T h e total amount of the television rights is to be paid to the International Olympic Committee, either directly or through the intermediary
of the Organizing Committee.

Photograph and film pools
The Organizing Ctmimittee, in collaboration Vk'ith the television
companies, newsreel producers and photographic agencies, and at the
expense of the latter, shall set up photograph and film pools. T h e
material thus obtained may not be re-used for making a special Olympic
programme of any kind or for audio-visual progrannnes on either the
Games or the athletes competing in the Games.
A copy of all original films taken by the pools shall be given free
of charge to the International Olympic Committee for its archives. T h e
same applies to all still-photographs taken by the pools.

Olympic film and technical films
The Organising Committee shall take all necessary steps to ensure that the
Games are recorded on a film comprising shoUs of each individual sport and
(he Opening and Closing Ceremonies.
All rights in this film shall at all times remain the exclusive p r o p erty of the International Olympic Committee. However for a period of
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f.owtiyca'- toii;irencing with i.hc end of the >.;iuncs. <he Intt^i national
0;yBjj)ic Domniittcc shall giMit the right to exploit this film to (he
0:f;5ni?inf (^))nTnittcc of the Olympic Gan;;cs subject to tlie payment of
a royalty bass d on the gross receipts.
Onre (he film is released, a complete copy togeihcr with the master
negative is to be ,;iven free of r'hargc to the International Olympic:
C'om.iiiltec.
iu.-' Int'Mn.tional FeHerati.>:is and National Olympic Committee:,
r.f.ay obtain, at cc:it price, 'Dpics of this film for pri\'ate "KowiTg to thc'r
mcr.bc;rs only.
The lntcrna*ional Federations will be authorised to make 16 mm.
technical film;: of their re.speetive events intended for schools, athletic
clubs or other similar bodies in rccurn for payment.
A copy of all technical film.s taken during the Olynipic (James must
be ;;'vcn to the I.O.C. for its archives.
The National Olympic Committees may buy copies of these films
from the Organizing Committee for showing under the same conditions
as the International Federations.
Distribution : The Olympic film and technical films must be distributed according to the internationally accepted practices of the film
industry.
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C - INSTRUCTIONS

I - POLITICAL USE OF SPORT

The International Olympic Committee notes with great satisfaction
that its efforts are universally approved, it rejoices in the enthusiasm
which the Olympic Movement has encouraged among different nations
and it congratulates those which, with a view to encouraging popular
sports have adopted vast progiammes of physical education.
It considers, however, as dangerous to the Olympic ideals, that,
besides the proper development of sports in accordance with the principles of amateurism, certain tendencies exist which aim primarily at
a national exaltation of the results gained instead of the realization that
the sharing of friendly effort and rivalry is the essential aim of the
Olympic Games.

II - THE OLYMPIC GAMES ARE NOT FOR PROFIT

No one is permitted to profit from the Olympic Games. If it were
not for the voluntary service given by thousands of men and women
who are members of the International Olympic Committee, the
International Federations, the National Olympic Committees and the
National Federations, there would be no Olympic Games. It would be
impossible to pay for these services, which arc so gladly contributed by
those who believe in amateur sport. The Games rest on this splendid
and solid foundation and all are determined that neither individuals,
organizations or nations shall be permitted to profit from them,
politically or commercially. That is why Olympic Rules provide that all
profits, if any, from the Olympic Games must be paid to the International Olympic Committee and be used for the promotion of the Olympic
Movement or the development of amateur sport.
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m - CEREMONY OF INTRODUCTION FOR NEW MEMBERS
After his election, the new member is received officially, with a
short speech of welcome, by the President and the Committee in full
assembly.
He then makes the following declaration :
Recognizing ike responsibilities that go with'the great honour of
serving as (one of) the representative (s) of the International Olympic
Committee in my country, (name of his country), / bind myself to
promote Ike Olympic Movement to the best of my ability and to guard
and preserve its fundamental principles as conceived by the Baron
Pierre de Coubertin, keeping myself as a member free from all political,
sectarian or commercial influence.
After this declaration the new member is introduced to each member
of the International Olympic Committee present. He then expresses
briefly his thanks and his appreciation of his predecessor if he is succeeding one and lakes the place reserved for him.
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IV - SESSIONS
OF THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE

1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
One Session of the I.O.C. is held every year, except in the year of
the Games, when a Session precedes both the Olympic Gaines and the
Winter Olympic Games.
In the year of the allocation of the Games, the Session cannot be
held in the country of one of the candidate towns.
No election can take place during the Session held on the occasion
of the Winter Games.
Except in the Olympic year - when the Organizing Committee is
responsible - the National Olympic Committee of the country where
the Session is held is responsible for the complete organization of the
Session, but it can delegate its authority to a local Committee, of which
the I.O.C. member in the country must always be a member. This,
however, does not exempt it from the responsibility.
The Organizing Committee will give its assurance that no meeting
concerned with sport will be held eight days before or eight days after
any meeting organized by the I.O.C. and not approved by the I.O.C,
The Organizing Committee cannot use the Olympic emblem for
publicity or commercial purposes without the formal approval of the
I.O.C.
2.

INVITATIONS

Invitations from towns wishing to be host of a Session, except in an
Olympic year, must be received by the I.O.G., through the N.O.C., two
months before the Session at which the invitation will be discussed and
three years before the Session concerned (i.e. in 1972 for 1975).
Invitations to the Session shall be sent by the Committee in charge
directly to all members, at least two months before the Session, and a
firm date will be indicated after which no guarantee can be given for
accommodation or other facilities.
Badges for the I.O.C. members and the secretariat, especially when
the Session is held in an Olympic year, must be sent to the I.O.C.
headquarters, which will distribute them. They must not be sent to
members via their N.O.C.
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When the Executive Board is meeting with the representatives of
the International Federations or National Olympic Committees, the
Organizing Committee will dispatch badges to those concerned.
Badges for the Sessions, engraved with the name of the bearer, arc
the following :
White - I.O.C. members, accompanying persons and Directors of the
- I.O.C. (A).
- Secretariat of the I.O.C. (B).
Blue
- Presidents and Secretary Generals of the I.F.s (B).
Green - Presidents and Secretary Generals of the N.O.C.s (B).
Red
- Organizing Committees (C).
Yellow - Press (E).
Six A badges, to be put at the disposal of the Director of the I.O.C.
for any special assistants that the President or Executive Board members
would like to invite.
Should the I.O.C. or the Executive Board wish to meet representatives of the I.F.s, N.O.C.s or Organizing Committees, invitations to
attend the Session will be made by the I.O.C. and the list of guests
forwarded to the Organizing Committee so that they can send further
information (e.g. programme, etc.)
It is common practice for a member of the Organizing Committee
of the subsequent Session to visit the organizing town in order to become
acquainted with the various problems which arise. The Session organizers are kindly requested to facilitate the task of such persons in every
way possible and to accredit them as other Organizing Commiltcc representatives.

8. ACCOMMODATION - GENERAL PROVISIONS
All members of the I.O.C. will be lodged in one hotel. A member
may be accompanied by a close member of his family.
The accommodation shall be provided for members at the most
reasonable rates. It will amount Sfr. 85.— per day, demi-pension, for a
single room with bath, and Sfr. 110.— per day, for a double room. The
price for a single room with breakfast shall not exceed Sfr. 70.—. It is
recommended that tickets be used for meals and vouchers should be issued
for the appropriate amount.
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Other guests of the members (2 at the maximum) pay the normal commercial rate existing for that hotel at the beginning of the year. (For
Sessions preceding the Winter Games, the rates of the preceding year.)
The Director of the I.O.C. must be informed of this tariff one year in
advance.
The Organizing Committee will provide, free of charge, a room
and sitting room for the President and Director of the I.OC. and
bedrooms for the secretariat (full board) in the same hotel as the members of the I.O.C, in accordance with the requirements of the Director.
The I.O.C. may hold meetings with the International Federations
or National Olympic Committees, or meetings of Sub-Commissions at a
Session. These members, as also the delegates reporting from the cities
organizing the Games (limited to (i persons) shall be lodged on the
same terms as members of the I.O.C. All other delegations or persons
attending shall pay the normal commercial rates for that hotel. These
delegates may be lodged in other hotels.
A pool of cars (or buses for collective transport) shall be kept
available for the transportation of the members and their official company. A car must be available at all times for the President and
Director of the I.O.C.
A pool of hostesses shall be kept available for the members and
their official company.
A commemorative photograph of all members shall he taken at the
session at thi Organising Committee's expense.
4.

OPENING OF THE SESSION

The N.O.C. of the host country (in Olympic years the Organizing
Committee) shall be responsible for arranging the Opening Ceremony.
The ceremony must, except in the case of the year of the Games, be
performed by the Head of State. In the year of the Games, the Head
of State, who will be opening the Games, may delegate his authority.
Besides the President of the I.O.C, the Head of State and the
President of the N.O.C, may make a speech. No other speeches arc
permitted.
The Opening Ceremony, which must include the Olympic fanfare
and hymn, should also contain a dignified programme which may
include music and dancing, but the ceremony should be limited to one
hour.
Seating at the Opening Ceremony shall be according to I.O.C.
protocol as printed below.
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In die hall where the official opening of the Session will be held,
there should be three groups : the centre being the I.O.C., on the right
the I.F.s and N.O.Cs and on the left the Organizing Committee and
special guests. On the first row, the Head of State, the President of the
LOG. and the President of the host N.O.C., with their wives will be
seated.
Members of the I.O.C.. in strict protocol order, will then follow,
their wives at their side. Then come the Directors of the I.O.C., then
any other guests of the members, special assistants and finally the
secretariat of the lO-C.
Press representatives will be allowed in the room.

5.

PROTOCOL

Rule 61 of the International Olympic Committee shall be effective
at all Sessions and meetings approved by the I.O.C.
The spirit in the I.O.C. rules .shall prevail in the protocol of the
meeting.
The order of precedence at the official opening ceremony shall he :
1. I.O.C. 7ki! President.
The Honorary Pre.sident (if such U ihe case).
The First Vice-President..
The Second Vice-President.
The Third Vice-President.
Honorary Vice-President (if suck U the case)'.
The members of the I.O.C. (including honorary members at
the Session immediately before the Gaines) in order of seniority of original election date. Where more than one member
was elected at any Session, precedence shall be interpreted in
alphabetical order of the principal family name.
The Directors of the I.O.C.
2.

Organizing Committee of the Games.

S. Organizing Committee of tlie Winter Gamci.
4. Internationa] Federations.
Presidents of the International Federations (or their representatives),
recognised by the I.O.C. and whose sport is on the Olympic programme,
in alphabetical order as published in French in the Olympic Directory.
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5.

N.O.Cs
The Presidents (or their representatives) of National Olympic Committees, commencing with Greece, then proceeding alphabetically (in
French) as published in the Olympic Directory with the host country last.
6. Organixing Committee of the Session or meeting.
Seel.O.C. Rulc61.
7. Press by countries alphabetically in French or the language of the
country.
8. Staff and Interpreters.
Nole : The Executive Board and other honorary officers have no precedence, nor is titular precedence recognised within the I.OC.
Meetings
At Sessions of the I . O C , members will be seated as follows :
Pre.sident
His right, Senior Vice-President. His left. Second Vice-President.
Third Vice-President to be seated on right of Senior Vice-President.
Members of the Executive Board on either side, according to their date
of election.
Members of the I.OC. in precedence, anti-clockwise in semicircle from
the President, alternating, facing each other, the senior to right of the
executive table, the next to the left and so on.
Where tliere is more than one member for each country, he may be
seated with senior members to facilitate the meeting. (Members must
not be placed back to back - i.e. inside a U).
If members of the I.O.C. attend meetings as representatives of their
I.F.s or N.O.C., they shall, during that time, be treated as members of
I.F.s or N.O.Cs only.
Receptions
At the opening ceremonies and receptions, the above protocol will
be adhered to, but at seated dinners International Federations and
National Olympic Committees may be treated par-passu and members
of the host country may be interspersed in seating plans.
At formal presentations (e.g. to Head of State, chief of Government) any families or official guests or members of the I.O.C, International Federations and N.O.Cs, etc. will stand beside the member (on
left or right, as applicable) so that the member may introduce his guest
after the President has made formal presentation of the member.
Any special guests of the I.O.C. meetings shall be placed with the
members of their country. If no member is present, they will be placed
at the end.
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II at any time the aoove precedence should clash with tne official
protocol when the I.O.C. is invited by the Head of Stale or chief of
Government, the Organizing Committee shall refer this to the
President of the I.O.C,
W h e n Presidents of International Federation.? and National
Olympic Committees are not present in person, their representatives
shall be given the same precedence. Additional delegates at formal presentations, opening ceremonies, meetings, etc. will be grouped with their
President, but for seating at dinners, etc. may be interspersed, after the
I.O.C. members, etc. have been placed in Olympic protocol.
Agenda
The agenda is prepared by the IOC in conformity with rule 15. Members of
the IOC, NOCs and boards of TFs administrating sports on the Olympic
programme have the right to propose items for the agenda, such proposals to
be presented to the President not later than five months before the meeting.
The acceptance of such proposals is due to decision by the Executive Committee.
Debates at sessions
1. Commissions must conclude each subject, by simple majority vote, with a
firm and clear resolution and with a minimum of preamble (it is within
the commissions that exchanges of ideas or "discussions'." take place).
2. At the plenary session, the chairman of each commission proposes the
ratification of the minutes adopted by his commission, under the relevant
item on the agenda.
3. The President subsequently calls out each heading of the commission
minutes, which is then open for debate.
4. Only one speech per person is permitted under each heading of the commission minutes, except for points of order and explanations by the
chairman.
5. Each heading may, by simple majority vote, b e :
a) referred back to the commission for further consideration, or
b) rejected,
otherwise it becomes automatically approved.
6. The proposer of a motion has the right to speak last.
6.

PROGRAMME

In order to avoid any mistake in the publication produced by the
Organizing Committee, all proofs must be submitted to the I.O.C.
secretariat.
T h e programme of the Sessions must be approved by the Executive
Board, which should not include more than three receptions. A programme for members' families may be arranged by the Organizing
Committee.
T h e detailed programme, together with a list of all persons attending
the Session, with addresses, must be available to I.O.C. members on
their arrival in the host city.
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a)

Conference Hall

A conference hall in the same hotel, or nearby, big enough to accommodate all members, will be put at the disposal of the I.O.C. in
accordance with further instructions of the Director of the I.O.C.
During the Sessions and the meetings of the Executive Board with
the International Federations or with the National Olympic Committees,
the table at which the Executive Board will sit, as well as the President's
scat, must be raised.
The Session's emblem must be fixed in front of the tribune where
the President sits and the Olympic flag must be placed behind him.
During the meetings of the Executive Board with the International
Federations or the National Olympic Committees, a tribune on the
President's right must be reserved for members of the I.O.C. wishing to
attend the meeting.
Extra seats must be available in the conference hall for commissions
or delegations who have to report to the I.O.C.
b)

Meeting Rooms

Rooms will be available for meetings of official I.O.C. commissions
delegations who have to report to the I.O.C.
There will be an ante-room where refreshments can be served.
c)

SimuItaneoDs Translation/Tape-recording Facilities

Simultaneous translation equipment (wiring) will be provided'
according to the instructions of the Director of the I.O.C.
Simultaneous translation facilities (English, French, Spanish, Russian
and (German are compulsory - others are at the discretion of the Organizing
Committee) must be available not only for the I.O.C. and the secretariat,
but also for any delegations, representatives of International Federations
or N.O.C.s, who may be attending a particular meeting.
In order to ensure an appropriate standard of simultaneous translation, the I.O.C. secretariat can provide for the compulsory languages,
the interpreters required, at the normally applicable rate of the market.
The cost of these interpreters will be met by the Organizing Committee.
Tape-recording equipment for the Session shall be provided according to the instructions of the Director of the I.O.C.
All recordings of conferences or meetings must be done as follows :

Speed 9,5 cm/s. (19 cm/s. in the case of radio)
All recorded reels must be accompanied by a list of contents, which
should show all technical information or other information which the
operator judges useful.
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d)

Film and Slide Projc 9r

Picture and slides projector as well as a "-jreen iH' st be set up in
the conference hall. An operator must also be . vaiJablc.

e)

Secretariat

Rooms for the secretari?* must be provided ai ' furnished and
equipped with typewriters, photocop^ ir jj and duplicating mac^ine•!, as
well as the necessary paper and I.O.C. headed paper, all 'P sufficient
(juantities. The official colours for circulars are : white French ; pink English ; blue - language of 0\e country where the n.ee'Jng is hMd.
English and Frcncn shorthand-typists and s photocopyL;~ and duplicating machine operate; shouKl be put at the dispos;'! of th. Director
of the T.O.C., according t; his or her requirements.
Access to the secretariat must be strictly limited to authorised
persons only, i.e. I.O.C. members, representatives of I.F.s or N.O.C.s and
members of the Organizing Committee.

7. TECHNICAL FACILITIES
During the Sessions of the I.O.C, the following only may be in the
conference :
1. I.O.C. secretariat.
2. Accredited shorthanc' repo-tcr and recordcis.
a.

Official interpreters.

4. Those summoned by tVz Presd'-nt.
The secretariat of the I.O.C. shall always have accef:s to the President of the I.O.C an'l the I.O.C members during the Game:, Sessions
or meetings.
Any organisers, hostesses, etc. must not be in the room. Communication must be arranged for the President to call Messengers.
The Organizing Committee is re.'iponsible that no one enters the
conference or ante-room either during or between Sessions without permission from the President or the Director of the I.O.C.
Session-headed paper must be provided ir sufficient quantity for
the members and the secretariat of the I.O.C.
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Waste-paper basket facilities must be provided as well as note pads
and pencils in the meeting rooms. All waste paper mvist be dcstroyc<l
by a responsible person selected by the International Olympic Committee.
The Organizing Committee is responsible for all security arrangements during meetings.

8. PRESS AND PHOTOGRAPHS
It is usual for the international Press to attend the meetings of the
I.O.C. All newsmen wishing to follow the proceedings of these
meetings must obtain an accreditation card from tlie Director of the
I.O.C. ITic Organizing Committee of the Session may nominate a
Press attach^ but he must follow the instructions given by the Director

of the I.O.C.
A room must be provided for the Press, as well as a Press room
with interpreters for any Press conference the President or the Director
may wish to hold during or after a Session.
Also facilities must be available for the immediate translation into
French, English and the language of the country of any Press releases,
which the President wi,shcs to authorise during or after a Session.
A cocktail will be offered to Press representatives during the Press
conference given by the President at the end of the Session.
Hotel accommodation should be available for Press representatives.
Photographs may be taken during a ten-minute period in the first
working Session on the first day. All cameras and tripods, etc. must be
removed immediately.

9.
Any other matters not considered above will be decided by the
Direcior, consulting, if necessary, the President and/or the Chief of
Protocol.
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10. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR CANDIDATE CITIES
HOLDING I.O.C. SESSIONS
1. Can the city demonstrate that it has comprehensive international air
and rail transportation facilities ?
2.

Can the city guarantee that the T.O.C. members will all be lodged
in one hotel of the required standards of comfort and service ?
Representatives of International Federations, National Olympic Committees and Organizing Committees as well as special delegations
invited by the 1.0.C. will be accommodated on the same basis as the
I.O.C. members.

3.

Can the city guarantee that the local transport facility — the provision of cars and buses — will be .sufficient for I.O.C. Session
requirements ?

4.

Can the city guarantee and demonstrate that the Session working
facilities meet all T.O.C. requirements as to :
a) access, parking, security, toilet and refreshments ;
b) adequate Organizing Committee personnel to work in co-operation with the I.O.C. Director, and all secretariat working facilities
adjoining the conference rooms as outlined in advance ;
t:) the appropriate simultaneous translation services ;
d) tape-recording, film and slide presentation as may be required ;
e) separate rooms for I.O.C. C^ommissions or delegations ;
I) attaches, interpreters, hostesses, couriers ;
g) suitable venues and arrangements for the Opening Ceremony :
h) regular and prompt provision of such international newspapers
as the President and secretariat require ;
i} the comprehensive requirements for a major international press
service, with regard to cable and telex, transfer or credit calls,
international telephone switchboard, radio and tclevisi(m where
applicable, press conference facilities for the twice-daily press
conference and the President's closing press conference ;
;) the adequate availability of hotel acconunodation for all media
representatives f

5. Are you prepared to set up an Organizing Committee whose Secretary
General will be in direct and regular liaison with the I.OC. Director?
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Note:
The Organizing Committee must not take any steps concerning
I.O.C general policy ;
dissemination of information ;
decisions regarding accreditations ;
other than with agreement of the I.O.C.
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V - ORGANIZATION OF THE GAMES
CONDITIONS LAID DOWN FOR CANDIDATE CITIES

I.

I.O.C. rules and statutes

The Games must be conducted according lo the rules of the International Olympic Committee, and their programme must be subject to its
approval. All technical installations must follow the regulations of the
International Federations. No legal condition or regulation may be valid
in opposition to these rules. The candidate city must obtain its government's confirmation of this fact.
2. Organizing Committee
The Organizing Committee shall be constituted on a basis ensuring
it legal status. It may receive the International Olympic Committee's
delegation of authority, but may only use its powers to represent the
International Olympic Committee.
The National Olympic Committee will appoint the Organizing Committee in conjunction with the authorities of the candidate city. The
members of the I.O.C. for the country in which the city is candidate, the
President and/or the Secretary General of the N.OC. will be full members
of the Organizing Committee. Representatives of the civil authorities
will be members. Every candidature must be supported by the government of the country in which the city is located in order to achieve
total co-operation.
3.

Exclusive use of the stadium

No religious or political meetings or demonstrations will be held in
the stadium or other sports grounds, nor in the Olympic Villages, during
the Games, nor in the preceding or the following week. The candidate
city will officially confirm that it is not its intention to use the (iames
for any purpose other than the interest of the Olympic Movement.
4.

Youth festival

The Olympic Games are a great festival of the youth of the world,
the social, educational, aesthetic and moral sides of which must be
emphasised ; the candidate city will watch over the development of
spiritual values as well as athletic merits. The Games must be staged
in a dignified manner as an independent event and not in connection
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with nor at the same time as any other international or even national
enterprise, such as a fair or exhibition.
No other international events may be scheduled in or near the
Olympic City during the period of the Games, or the preceding or
followinir week.
. « . .
5. Participants
All National Olympic Committees recognized by the International
Olympic Committee arc entitled to send participants (competitors and
officials in accordance with Rule 40) to the (iames to which they shall be
admitted without discrimination on grounds of religion, race or political
affiliation. It is desirable th&t such persons shall be allowed lo enter the
host country simply on presentation of the Olympic identity card referred
to in article 38.
6.

Emblems

The candidate city shall obtain adequate government protection of
the Olympic emblem (five rings, flags, terms "Olympics" and "Olympiad", Olympic motto) and the emblem chosen by the Organizing
Committee (sec rule BS).
7. Television - Film
The candidate city will put television installations allowing filming
and broadcasting at the disposal of the International Olympic Committee
and the Organizing Committee. It will obtain its government's recognition, as well as that of its national television, of the International
Olympic Committee's exclusive rights for filming and broadcasting of
the Games by television, film and otherwise.
S. Commercial exploitation
In order to safeguard the dignity of the Games, any commercial
exploitation will be avoided. No advertising will be authorised inside
the stadia, sports installations and sites, the Olympic Village or its
annexes.
9. Sports on the official programme
At least fifteen sports on the following list must be included in the
official programme :
Archery, athletics, basketball, boxing, canoeing, cycling, equestrian
sports, fencing, football, gymnastics, handball, hockey, judo, modern pentathlon, rowing, shooting, swimming (diving and waterpolo), volleyball,
weight-lifting, wrestling, yachting.
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The programme of the Wii :r Games may include :
Biathlon, bobsleigh, ice hod ;y, l-'ge, skating, skiing.
10. Sports

istallations

From a technical point of view, highly equipped facilities must be
provided for all the sports chosen for the programme to the satisfaction of
the respective International Federations, and they inust include a sufficient number of practice grounds. An Olympic Village for men and one
for women, exclusively for competitors and team officials from the different countries, must also be provided. Complete restaurant and other
necessary services must be arranged. The daily charge to be paid by
teams for food, lodging and local transportation, to be approved by the
International Olympic Committee, shall be kept as low as possible. All
these facilities and the villages must be conveniently located, preferably
next to each other.
A stadium with satisfactory artificial ice must be provided for the
Olympic Winter Games.
11.

Official report

On the completion of the Games, a printed report must be prepared
for the International Olympic Committee.
/
I

12. Films and photographs
An Olympic film, technical films and photographs of all the events
must be taken as stipulated in article 49 of the Olympic Rules, The Him
must be approved by the I.O.C. before being shown.
IS.
I

Expenses

The Organizing Committee must reduce to a basic minimum travelling and accommodation expenses for competitors and officials, and
special efforts shall be taken to prevent the overcharging of visitors,
participants or tourists. Reasonable twiffs shall be established for hotel
rooms, if possible in advance. The price of admission to the stadium and
sports grounds shall be kept as low as possible and-approved by the International Olympic Committee, in order to encourage a large attendance.
14. Reaerved seats
Seats shall be reserved in the main stadium and adjoining enclosures
as stipulated in articles 48 and 49 of the International Olympic Committee Rules.
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Transport of particip; its in categories A and B shall be provided
free of charge during Ih. Games and special cars shall be available to
1.0.C. members.
15.

Press and television

Measures will be taken to allow the written press, radio, television
and cinema to give the public the best possible information.
The results of each event must be communicated daily to the International Olympic Committee, the press and the radio. Announcements
must be made on the scoreboard and in the daily programmes that the
Games are events for individuals and that there is no scoring by nations.
16.

Meeting rooms

Suitable meeting rooms must be provided for the International
Olympic Committee and for the International Federations. During the
period of the Games a fully staffed office must be provided for the International Olympic Committee.
17.

Receptions

Any receptions, dinners or entertainment provided for competitors
or officials must be approved by the International Olympic Committee
and should avoid the period of the Games.
1 8 . GUARANTEE DEPOSITS

1. Each candidate city after being granted the Games must pay a guarantee
of SF 500,000* for the Summer Games and SF 250,000* for the Winter
Games.
2. Each city submitting its candidature must deposit SF 100,000*. This sum
will be returned immediately if the city is not elected, but will be
retained in the case of election and deducted from the total guarantee it
has to pay from the last settlement of television rights.
* or their equivalent in 1975 currency.
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VI - QUESTIONNAIRE FOR CANDIDATE CITIES
APPLYING FOR THE GAMES

I. Respect of (he I.O.C Rules
1. Can you guarantee that your government will agree to abide by, as
priority, the I.O.C. Rules and Regulations throughout tlic duration
of the Gaines ? Can you produce evidence to this effect ?
2. What legal form will be given to the Organizing Comtnittee ?
S. Are there any laws, regulations or customs that would limit, restrict
or interfere with the Games in any way ?
4. Unhindered entry in the country must be accorded to all accredited
persons.
5. Can you guarantee that no political meeting or demonstration will
take place in the stadium, or any other sports ground or in the
Olympic Village during the Games ?
li. Do you agree with the conditions laid down in articles 21 and 49
of the I.O.C, Rules and Regulations ? Can you obtain the agreement
of your national television, your government or other authorities
controlling television, to ensure that the T.O.C.'s exclusive rights are
respected ?
7. Are the Olympic symbols and emblem in your country protected by
law ? Will you obtain such protection for the Olympic emblem, as
well as those of the Organizing Committee, before the Games and
enforce it through the normal processes of law ?
8. Have you noted rule 54 of the I.O.C. Rules and Regulations and do
you guarantee you will abide by it ?
II.

Genera] and cnltaral information

9. Can the city demonstrate that it has comprehensive air and rail
transportation facilities ?
10. Can the city guarantee that the local transport facility — the provision of cars and buses — will be sufficient ?
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11. Can you provide general information about your city, its size, population, climate, altitude, and all reasons why it should be considered
as an appropriate site for the Olympic Games ?
12. Have delegates from your city followed the previous Games and
studied the official reports ?
If your city were elected, do you have an organisation with sufficient
experience to stage the Games ?
Name any other important international events that have been
organized in your city.
13. What Fine Arts programme do you propose ?
IIL

Organization

14. The Olympic Games are confined to 15 days (10 days for the Winter
Games).
Please give the dates which you propose.
15. The Games' sports programme is governed by Rules S\, 32 and 33.
Which programme do you envisage ?
16. What facilities for the Games (stadia, practice facilities) are there
at present in your city ?
All facilities should be reasonably close togetlier and convenient to
the Olympic Village. Please provide a plan of the sites showing
the precise distance between them.
If these facilities are insufficient, will others be provided ? Where ?
17. Have you contacted the International Federations for their view.s on
technical matters ?
Please fill in the questionnaire sent out by each International
Federation.
18. What sort of Olympic Village will be provided and where will it be
located ?
19. What accommodation is there for visitors ?
What accommodation and facilities do you plan for the press ?
IV.

Finances

20. How will the Games be financed ? By the central government, the
federal government, the State, the province, the municipality, private
funds ?
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21. Can you confirm that the full receipts for television, less the proportion due to you as Organizing Committee, will be handed over
when received in conformity with the I.O.C. formula for division
between the T.O.C., International Federations and N.O.C.s ?
22. Arc you prepared to deposit an agreed sum each year, which will
he forfeited in the event of the cancellation of the Gaines (due to the
fault of the N.O.C, Organizing Committee, Organizing city or
country), but which will be credited to you after the Games ?
2.9. What arrangements can you already foresee in order to reduce, as
far as possible, the daily cost of food, lodging and local transportation of the delegates, as well as the travel costs for the competitors
and officials ?
V.

Radio-Television

Please complete the radio and television questionnaire.

VII - RADIO-TELEVISION FACILITIES QUESTIONNAIRE
I. Radio and television
1. With which public or private radio-TV organization have you
studied the following questionnaire ;
— Radio ;

-

TV?

2. What radio organization will be in charge of installing and maintaining facilities for world-wide programming ?
3. What television organization will be in charge of installing and
maintaining facilities for world-wide programming ?
4. Can you guarantee the installation and operation of an autonomous
radio/TV centre having all the necessary information and communication facilities available in French and English, and having
all the additional facilities required for radio and TV (i.e. information by computer, start lists, results, timings, official announcements, etc.).
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specifically :
— how many square metres (or square feet) of office space will be
available ?
— how many ordinary telephone circuits will be available ?
— how many TV studios can you guarantee ?
— how many commentator booths ?
— how many Radio studios ?
5. Can you guarantee the necessary space for cameras and related
equipment, microphones and commentator positions in appropriate
locations at the venues, including ground level cameras ?
How many square metres (or square feet) of space have you planned
for the above ?
Please attach a sketch showing each of tlie venues and the corresponding areas reserved for radio and television.
6. Can you guarantee sound circuits of sufficiently high quality to
broadcast from the venues via the radio/TV centre to the various
international destinations ?
NB. — Commentator circuits, for radio and television, may be of
the following types :
— 1 outgoing and I outgoing/incoming circuit per commentator ;
— 1 outgoing/incoming circuit per commcntalor.
The circuits must meet CC.I.T.T. standards for telephone circuits.
The number of circuits needed cannot be determined unlil radioTV broadcasters throughout the world have been consulted.
What is the maximum number of circuits you can guarantee from
each venue ?
7. Can you guarantee the free usage of Radio frequencies for communications purposes and for video H.F. transmissions ?
8. Can you guarantee the necessary number of passes and credentials
for production and engineering personnel of all radio and TV organizations involved ?
Can you guarantee free access for survey purposes to any accredited
representative of a foreign radio/TV organization from the time
when your city is granted tlic responsibility for organizing the
Games ?
9. Can you guarantee lodging for production and technical personnel
near the radio/TV centre ?
Can you guarantee lodging near the venues distant from the centre ?
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Can you guarantee some first class (intcrnat.onal standard) hotel
rooms ? How many ?
10. Can you guarantee transportation of radio-TV personnel from their
hotels to the various venues and to the radio/TV centre ?
IJ. Can you guarantee that radio and television transmitters will broadcast jBt appropriate hours throughout your city — starting the day
before the opening ceremony and continuing 'through the closing
ceremony — news bulletins on the progress of the Games in French
and English ; the official languages of the I.O.C. ? (Television
reports would be video reports with commentary.)
II.

Televiiiofl

1. Is the television organization assigned capable of covering all
competitions
— electronically and in colour ? (Which system.)
— in an objective and universal manner so as not to concentrate
on athletes from one or several countries, but rather to cover
the events of most general interest with the impartiality required by
an international audience and without aiiy on-camcra announcing?
2. Is the organization capable — technically and operationally — of
providing the coverage defined above on its own or will it have to
collaborate with (an) other TV organization(s) ? If so, which organi!!ation(s) ?
3. Can you guarantee the pick-up and distribution of international
sound from all venues ?
Can you guarantee a sufficient number of audio and video circuits
between the radio/TV centre and all venues ?
Are there any exceptions ? Which ones ? Why ?
Note : It is fully understood that the yachting, shooting and archery
events cannot be easily covered electronically.
4. What arc the recording, library and dubbing facilities at the TV
centre ? To what extent will individual foreign TV organizations
have access to those facilities for their unilateral programmes ?
(Unilateral programme means a programme produced by a foreign
TV organization using the host organization's technical facilities or
other facilities defined in advance. Such programmes are to be
broadcast in countries other than the originating country.)
f>7

5. Describe the TV studios planned for unilateral productions :
— floor space ;
— number of cameras ;
— number of V.T.R.'s ;
— Tclccinc availability ;
— access to remote signal (from the venues) ;
— access to tape library (tapes of events);
— access to international sound ;
— access to slow motion ;
— access to international superimposing.
6. Can you guarantee that international video distribution will be
assured by a sufficient number of land lines to satellite ground stations — independent of the national internal network — which will
permit linking the radio/TV centre to one or more points from which
international broadcasts are possible ?
Such points are :
— a temporary or permanent ground station linked to a known
intercontinental satellite system ;
— a station near the border from where broadcasts can be beamed
to all countries on the continent.
Can you confirm that these circuits meet the CC.I.T.T. requirements
for 525 or 625 line colour broadcasts and for audio broadcasts ?
7. Can you provide as many international audio and video lines from
the radio/TV centre as there are international possibilities from
your country or in a neighbouring country which has international
links ? Thus, if ground stations for two satellites arc available, two
separate audio and video circuits should be provided so that both
satellites can be used separately. How many are available ?
8. Could you provide extra technical facilities for TV organizations
which, because of their special contribution to the Olympic Games,
wish to pay for those facilities ?
9. Arc you prepared to consider the world wide coverage of Olympic
events when preparing your time schedule of events ?
10. Can you guarantee sufficient space for unilateral cameras for television film coverage at the various venues ?
11. Can you guarantee the use of a film laboratory to develop colour and
black and white ? What is its capacity ?
What is its capacity for printing colour ? Black and white ?
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12. Can you guarantee a sufficient number of editing rooms and studios
for audio lay-overs in the 1*V centre ?

III.

Radio

1. Can the radio organi;!ation in charge guarantee radio reporting facilities at all venues sufficient for broadcasts throughout the world ?
2. Will the organization in charge work alone or in collaboration w t h
other private or public radio organizations ? Which one(s) ?
3. Can you guarantee a sufficient number of circuits linking the venues
to the radio/'l"V centre ? Can you guarantee their quality ?
4. Will the radio studios be provided with ;
— multiplex with remote sources ;
— access to international sound,

IV.

Propaganda

1. Are you prepared to give the I.O.C. free of charge a commercial tape
summary of the highlights of all finals, minimum two hours for
library purposes.
2. Arc the radio and TV authorities with whom you are dealing pritpared to broadcast promotional programmes for the Olympic Movement commencing one year prior to the Games.
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VIII - THE INTERNATIONAL
OLYMPIC COMMITTEE COMMISSIONS

Tcrmc of reference
TTie President of the I.O.C. decides upon the establishment of a
commission whenever necessary. Tt is the prerogative of the President
to nominate the presidents of the commissions as well as I.O.C. members
or specialists and advisers.
A commission will normally meet at the time of sessions, but under
no circumstances may meetings be held without the prior approval of
the President of the I.O.C.
The President and Vice-Presidents are members dr jure of all commissions. TTie Directjir and/or the Technical Director attend all meetings.
Cvnimission for the International Olympic Academy I Joint and standing
commission
To assist the Ephoria set up by the Hellenic Olympic Committee in
its programme and to ensure that reports from the Academy which
receive the patronage of the I.O.C arc presented to the I.O.C.
FJigihility Commission / Standing commission
Commission set up to implement Rule 26.
Culture Commission I Standing commission
Deals with the cultural aspects of the (iamcs, the Olympic Movement
and museums.
Rules Editing Committee I Standing commission
Set up to coordinate the wording of the rules in French and English,
in questions of doubt in consultation with the Juridical Commis.sion.
Emblems Commission I joint and ad hoc commission
To study and recommend action for the protection of Olympic
emblems.
Finance Commission I Standing commission
Its main tasks are :
a) Budgeting — submitting and approving budgets prepared by each
commission to the Executive Board for ratification one year in
advance and to the I.O.C. on a four yearly basis ;
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b) Expenses — controlling and approving expenses of members, commissions, T.O.C. Headquarters, etc. :
c) Income and financing — being responsible for fund raising of the
I.O.C., advising the Organising Commillees for the Games ;
d) yiccounls — approving the monthly statements of the 1.0.C and
vSoIidarity income and expenses and to make a three mimthly report
to the Executive Board, which .submits a six monthly and annual
statement of audited accounts to the plenary session, The financial
year is the calendar year ;
e) 7'elei^ision — coordinating and controlling television ne.gotiation,s
and contracts and recommending allocation of television money to
the I.O.C., T.F.s, N.O.C.s and the Organizing Committee.
Juridiral Commission I Joint and standing commission
To study the juridical status of the I.O.C. and to recommend all
steps to achieve this goal.
To study all matters of copyrights affecting the I.O.C
This commission may be consulted on all legal matters, especially
the legal wording of the rules.
Medical Commission I Joint and standing commission
To study all medical questions.
fress Commission I Joint, standing and tripartite commission
This commission is responsible for press and public relations including films.
It works with an inner committee when necessary.
Programme Commission I Joint and standing commission
This commission will work with an inner committee for all routine
work, and will advise the Executive Board and the I.O.C. on :
1. The criteria for an existing Olympic sport.
2.

The criteria for sports which could be included in the programme.

S.

Federations which cannot be included in the programme but which
might be considered for official recognition.

4. Details of each sport on the Olympic programme.
5. Addition of women's sports.
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6. Distribution of medals.
7. Number of competitors and officials.
8.

Any changes in a particular sports programme, in conjunction with
the International Federation concerned.

Publications Commission / Joint and standing commission
To review T.O.C. publications and study proposals made to the I.O.C.
and make recommendations to the Executive Board.
Awards Commission I Standing commission
To make recommendations for all Olympic awards :
a) Olympic Cup ;
h) medals, according to the statutes of the Olympic Order.
Rule Book Revieiving Commission I Ad hoc commission
To review the format of the I.O.C. Rules and Regulations and to
propose a better compilation.
Commission for Olympic Solidarity I Standing and bi-partite commission
Advises and coordinates the development of the Olympic Movement
through the N.O.C.s, in close cooperation with the I.F.s, and recommends to the I.O.C. a programme to be financed from the Solidarity
Fund.
Television Technical Commission / Joint and standing commission
Its tasks are :
a) to examine the problems posed by the broadcasting of the Olympic
Games by radio, television and all the audio-visual media ;
b) to Study the questionnaires and the replies from the candidate cities ;
c) to study any technical problems subsequently raised by the C.O.J.O.s.
Tripartite Commission I Standing commission
A - The Tripartite Commission consist of three members of each of the
International Olympic Committee, the International Federations and
the National Olympic Committees, under the chairmanship of the
President of the International Olympic Committee (i.e. ten members). It may work with an inner Committee under the chairmanship
of the I.O.C. President, one representative of each group and will
meet at the time of the Sessions and at other times when considered
necessary.
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B - Each group keeps it» own identity and selects its members.
C - Its duties are :
1. to prepare for the 1981 Olympic Congress ;
2.

to discuss all matters of mutual interest affecting the organization of the Olympic Games.
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D - REGIONAL GAMES
Rules adopted by the International Olympic Committee
at its 47th Session in Helsinki, July 1952 and under review
In order to enjoy the patronage of the International Olyinpjc Conimjltee, and to be permitted to display the Olympic I'lajj. Rej^ional
(iamcs must he conducted in accordance with the following minimum
reqiiirements ;
1. The (jamcs miitit be restricted to amateurs.
over a period of more than sixteen days.

They must not extend

2. Contestants must belong to National Federations which arc member.s
of International Federations recognized by the International Olympic Committee and participating countries must have National
Olympic Committees recognized by the International Olympic {^•)mmtttrc. Invitations to participate in (he Games must be sent to these
National Olympic Committees or other appropriate .sports bodies by
the Organizing Committee of the Cames.
3. In order to further the high ideals of the Olympic Movement (which
these C>amcs should serve, according to Baron de Coubertin, who
first sugge,sted that they He organized to supplement the Olympic
(James), the Games shall be confined to athletic sports controlled
by International Federations recognized by the International Olympic Committee. They .shall not be held in conjunction with other
events such as Fair.s or Exhibitions, and no other atlilctic event of
importance shall be held at the same time, nor in the preceding or
following week.
The Games shall be conducted in a dignified manner and without
commercial exploitation. (Commercial installations and advertising
signs shall not be permitted inside tile stadium or other sport
grounds.
4.
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Tliey must not be held within the period of twelve months following
or preceding the Olympic Games. They must not be held more
frequently than once in four years in the same region. Entries must
be iimitcfl to the region designated. I'be International Federations
concerned shall be notified as soon as the date of the Games is fixed,
and must approve the facilities and proposed technical organization
at least two years in advance of the opening.

5. The ceremonies in connection with the Games may be similar to,
but must not be identical with those of the Olympic Games. There
must be no political or other exUaneous events during the Games,
The loud speaker must be used for sport purposes only and nt political speeches are to be permitted. In fact there must be no commercial or political intervention whatsoever.
6. Control of all of technical arrangements for the Games, including
the appointment of juries and officials, must be in llie hands of the
International Federations concerned. Prt)vision must be made lor tlie
presence of a representative of each International Federation whose
.sports is on the programme, sufficiently in advance of the opening of
the Games to insure that the facilities arc adequate and in order,
and that the rcgxilations for that sport arc being followed.
7. There must be an International Court of Appeal similar to that
described in Olympic art. 44 for the sole purpose of settling any
matter of dispute outside the control of the respective International
Federations.
8. The rules and regulations of the Games and the list of cvent.s on
the programme must be submitted to the International Olympic Committee, and to each of the International Federations concerned, for
approval. They should be furnished in two (French and English) or
more languages so that all participants may be fully informed.
9. Provision must be made for the presence of a representative of the
International Olympic Committee, who shall prepare a ctmiplctc
report of tlie (James for that organization.
10. The words "Olympic" and "Olympiad", the five rings and the Olympic motto "Citius - Altius - Fortius" must not be used in any manner
in connection with Regional (>ames. The Olympic flag may be used
only in one place and that is in the Stadium on a flag pole alongside
the centre pole bearing the flag of the Games.
) 1. Countries which arc eligible to participate in UJC (>ames of a particular region may organize them.sclves into a Regional Federation or
similar entity and appoint a governing council or committee which
may include members of the International Olympic Committee of
that region and representatives of the International Federations.
"The overseas territories or departments or the provinces at a distance from
the mother country, may due to their geographical situation and with tho
authorisation of their country's NOC, constitute a regional Olympic Committee
and take part in the Regional Games organised in their zone."
AR far as problems of doping ad feminity controls arc concerned, the
l.O.C. rules, explicit in the "I.O.C. Medical Controls" brochure, shall be
strictly applied.
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E - THE OLYMPIC AWARDS
The prizes given to winners in the Olympic Games are described in
Rule 45.
Other awards made by the International Olympic Committee are :
Tljc Olympic Cup.
The Olympic Order.
The awards were suspended by decision of the 75th l.O.C. Session
in Vienna, All records arc shown in the 1974 Olympic Rules and
Regulations.
The Olympic Cup was instituted by the Baron de Coubertin in 1906.
It is now awarded to an institution or association with a general reputation for merit and integrity which has been active and efficient in the
service of amateur sport and has cimtribuled substantially to the development of the Olympic Movement. The Cup remains at Campagne
Mon-Repos, tlie recipient being given a bnmze plaque and a diploma.
Olympic Order - Regulations
Article J
An Olympic Order is created, involving the award of a gold, silver or bronze
medal, and the personal wearing of a decoration. In addition each recipient
receives a Diploma.
Article 2
Only living persons may be beneficiaries.
Articles
Any perstm who has illustrated the Olympic ideal through his action,
has achieved remarkable merit in the sporting world, or has rendered
outstanding services to the Olympic cause, either through his own personal achievement or his contribution to the development of sport, may
be admitted to the Order.
Articlr4
A Council of the Olympic Order, composed of five members, is created within
th© IOC. Its Grand Master is the President of the IOC in office and iU
Chancellor i.^* the Chief of Protocol. The other members arc the three IOC VicePresidents.
Article 5
The lists of nominations for each grade form annual quotas proposed by the
Order's Council and decided upon by the Executive Board.
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Article 6
Active members of the I.O.C. may not be admitted as such into the
Olympic Order.
Article 7
Members of the Olympic Order may be expelled if they commit a
crime against honour or publicly deny the Olympic ideal. Only the
I.O.C, at its plenary meeting, on the proposal of the Order's Council
and upon the Executive Board's agreement, is empowered to take this
decision.
Article 8
The recipient is considered by the Order's Council as having satisfied his country's regulations. It is his duty to take in advance any
steps as may be necessary with the authorities of his country.
Article 9
The candidate must sign a declaration accepting entry into the
Olympic Order notwithstanding the conditions of article 8.
Article 10
The insignia of the Olympic Order are conferred upon the recipient
by the President of the I.O.C, Grand Master of the Order, or his
representative.
Article 11
The official and obligatory protocol stipulates that the insignia of
the Olympic Order must be conferred after the following speech :
"Afr. ... (surname, given name, and, where applicable, his Olympic
titles only), in recognition of your outstanding ?neril in the cause of amateur sport and your faithfulness to tke Olympic ideal as illustrated by
Pierre de Coubertin, renovator of the Olympic Games, J award you (in the
name of the President of the I.O.C, Grand Master of the Order) the gold
(silver or bronze) medal of the Olympic Order."
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F - PUBLICATIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL
OLYMPIC COMMITTEE
Olympic Review
(monUily - French, English, Spanish)
Subscription per annum
Binder to hold a year's copies
Rules
Olympic Directory
The International Olympic Committee (leaflet)
(per 10 - French - English)
Olympism (French - English)
Model constilulion for a National Olympic Committee .
Official Olympic Hymn
Bibliography of the works of Baron Pierre de Coubertin .
The speeches of President Avery Brundage
. . . .
The Administration of an Olympic (James . . . .
(English)
Doping

Sfr. 45.—
Sfr.
6.—
Sfr. 16.—
Sfr.
6.—
Sfr.
Sfr.
Sfr.
Sfr.
Sfr.
Sfr.
Sfr.

1.—
16.—
2.—
2.—
2.—
8.—
16.—

Sfr.

10.—

Sfr.

48.-

Pnblicationi on Sale at the I.O.C. Headqnartert
The Four Dimensions of Avery Brundage
. . . .
(English - (German)
Official report on the Xth Winter Games - Grenoble 1968
(bilingual French - English)

Sfr. 300.-
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